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Abstract
Road pricing is a traffic congestion management strategy that alters traffic demand and

raises funds for transportation supply improvements. Compared to static pricing and reactive
dynamic pricing, proactive dynamic pricing is most effective in achieving traffic management
objectives, as the toll is based on traffic predictions that incorporate real-time information. We
investigate a proactive toll pricing framework where the toll is optimized in real time based on
traffic predictions generated by a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) system. Toll optimization
performance relies on accurate predictions, which is backed by the online calibration of the DTA
system. We develop enhanced online calibration methodologies featuring a heuristic technique to
calibrate supply parameters and improve the prediction accuracy of traffic speed. We test online
calibration using real data from a real network consisting of managed lanes and general-purpose
lanes. We find the methodologies improve estimation and prediction accuracies of flow and speed.
We then formulate toll pricing as an optimization problem to maximize expected revenue, subject
to network condition requirements and tolling regulations. We test the proactive toll pricing system
in a closed-loop evaluation framework where a microscopic simulator is used to mimic the real
network. We perform tests in multiple demand and supply scenarios and find that the system
generates higher revenue when online calibration is enabled.

Growing applications of electronic toll collection enrich disaggregate trip data, making it
possible to improve traffic management by personalized toll pricing. We develop a personalized
toll pricing system by extending the original system to a two-level framework, where a new
personalized discount module generates discount offers for a subset of individuals, while the
original optimization module optimizes the displayed toll rate and a control parameter that affects
how much discount to offer. Discount also depends on individual traveler's choice behavior,
represented by an enhanced route choice model that captures heterogeneities among individuals.
We use real personalized trip records to estimate the choice model. We find that variables
generated from individuals' trip history are capable of capturing heterogeneities among individuals.
We test the personalized toll pricing system and find it improves optimization objective compared
to non-personalized pricing.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This chapter starts with the background for this research and the motivation of the proposed toll

pricing framework. Then we introduce the non-personalized and personalized toll pricing

framework we propose.

1.1 Background and Motivation

In this section, we introduce road pricing and managed lanes as an application of road pricing. We

then discuss different pricing strategies and the motivation for proposing a proactive pricing

strategy. We also talk about the possibility and potential benefit of personalized pricing, as well

as the challenges of applying personalized pricing in road pricing.

1.1.1 Congestion and Road Pricing

Traffic congestion is a long-standing and ever-growing issue in modern travelers' lives. Growth

of economy and population, increase in car ownership, and urban sprawl are driving congestion to

grow rapidly in recent years. According to statistics from the FHWA (Taylor, 2009; Federal

Highway Administration, 2017), from 2009 to 2017, the average duration of daily congestion

slightly reduces from 4.33 hours to 4.28 hours, while the travel time index measuring peak versus

off-peak travel times increased from 1.18 to 1.33, and the variability of travel time increased from

1.43 to 2.15. The negative externalities from congestion are multifaced. One externality is the loss

of productivity, which costs US drivers a total of nearly 87 billion dollars in 2018 (INRIX, 2019).

Another externality is the waste of energy. In 2014, congestion caused an extra expenditure of 3.1

billion gallons of fuel in the US (Schrank et al., 2015). Other externalities include pollution,

emissions, road rage, etc.
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Congestion management aims to improve transportation system performance and reduce traffic

congestion by altering traffic demand and transportation supply. Among congestion management

schemes, road pricing (i.e., tolling) is a commonly applied strategy, which may aim to generate

revenue to recover road construction and maintenance costs, thus incentivize improvement to

transportation supply, as well as managing congestion by altering temporal and spatial dimensions

of travel behaviors, and travelers' decisions on mode choice or whether to travel (Saleh and

Sammer, 2009).

Traditionally a fixed toll rate is charged on each road segment, and the price is usually based on

distance and cost of construction and maintenance. Time-of-day toll pricing is also commonly used

to control the temporal distribution of demand. By charging a higher price during peak periods,

traffic congestion can be reduced. In recent years, dynamic toll pricing has been extensively

studied (de Palma and Lindsey, 2011), which aims to achieve more efficient traffic management

by considering real-time changes in traffic demand and supply. Thanks to traffic sensing

technologies, the road operator is able to monitor traffic conditions in real-time and adjust the toll

rate accordingly. Applications of dynamic toll pricing arise in many cities, mostly on toll managed

lane networks.

1.1.2 Toll Managed Lanes

Managed lane is a type of freeway lane that is operated with some traffic management schemes.

Access to managed lanes is often restricted to certain vehicles, for example, high occupancy

vehicles (HOV), buses, or vehicles traveling on the peak direction. In parallel to managed lanes

are general-purpose lanes that are accessible to all vehicles. Some managed lanes are separated

from general-purpose lanes with solid white lines, while others are isolated with physical

separation. A managed lane network refers to a freeway system that consists of managed lanes and

general-purpose lanes in parallel to each other.

Toll managed lanes are accessible to travelers who pay a toll. Toll collection relies on an electronic

toll collection (ETC) system so that the traffic does not slow down. Traveler with an ETC account

will be identified with the toll transponder mounted on the vehicle and get charged automatically
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when passing through a toll gantry. The gantry is also equipped with cameras that take photos for

any vehicle without a transponder. The license plate is then identified, and a bill is mailed to the

address of vehicle registration. For toll managed lanes on which dynamic toll pricing is applied,

the toll rate is controlled by an operator in real-time based on traffic conditions measured by flow

and speed sensors along the managed lanes and general-purpose lanes. All travelers on the network

can see the real-time toll rate displayed on a sign before they decide whether to take toll managed

lanes or general-purpose lanes. Price for larger vehicles is higher, while HOVs usually get a

discount and emergency vehicles may be free. This thesis does not involve other types of managed

lanes, so the term managed lanes always refers to toll managed lanes.

In many applications, toll managed lanes arise from an infrastructure expansion project, in which

a private company invests in constructing those lanes in parallel to an existing freeway corridor.

The company is then licensed to collect tolls to pay off construction and maintenance costs and

generate additional revenue. Such a project benefits the society by expanding network capacity

while benefiting the investing company with toll revenue. Under such a business model, revenue

maximization is often an important consideration to the operator, and the government usually

imposes tolling regulations for the welfare of society. The operator decides what price to charge

given regulatory requirements on traffic flow, speed, and toll rate.

1.1.3 Proactive Pricing based on Dynamic Traffic Assignment System

In current practices, dynamic toll pricing is mostly based on reactive algorithms, so that toll prices

are adjusted in reaction to observed traffic conditions. For example, the toll rate is raised when

managed lanes are congested, and vice versa. While a negative feedback control algorithm can be

designed to maintain traffic flow and speed effectively, it is difficult to design a control algorithm

that aligns with an objective of boosting revenue.

On the contrary, we advocate proactive decision making, which means, toll prices are determined

based on predicted traffic conditions instead of observed ones. Under the proactive scheme, it is

possible to formulate an optimization problem that explicitly maximizes certain metrics measured

in the future, subject to constraints on expected traffic conditions and other metrics. We propose,
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develop, implement, and test a real-time toll pricing system, where toll pricing is formulated as an

optimization problem to maximize expected revenue in the near future subject to regulations on

toll and network conditions. The expected revenue is measured based on traffic predictions. It is

worth mentioning that while this research focuses on a revenue maximization objective given

regulations, the system we design, after modest modification, can accommodate alternative

objectives and constraints.

We apply a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) system for traffic prediction. A DTA system

consists of a demand model and a supply model. For a simulation-based DTA system, the demand

model simulates individual travelers' route choice based on traffic conditions and assigns the

origin-destination (OD) demand to flow on each path. The supply model simulates traffic flow on

each road segment based on the path flow and estimates traffic speed. A macroscopic supply model

applies a macroscopic traffic dynamics model (e.g., the Greenshields model) to estimate traffic

speed, while a microscopic model simulated individual vehicles' movements to obtain traffic speed.

As the simulated traffic conditions affect route choice and are also conditional on route choice,

traffic simulation involves interactions between the demand and supply models.

The DTA system we apply runs in rolling horizons. For each rolling time period (e.g., 5 minutes),

the system receives new real-time information (e.g., sensor flow and speed measurements) from

the network and performs traffic simulations in two stages: state estimation and traffic prediction.

State estimation is the process of estimating the current traffic state. State refers to the demand and

supply conditions and is represented with demand and supply parameters in the DTA system. State

estimation relies on the online calibration module to find the best demand and supply parameters

that match simulated traffic (flow and speed) with real sensor measurements. Then the DTA

system predicts demand and supply parameters for the near future and predicts traffic conditions

by simulating the future.

Proactive toll pricing relies on the DTA system's capability to understand and predict traffic

conditions. Thus, it is vital to obtain an accurate estimation of demand and supply parameters

through online calibration. While calibration of demand to match flow measurements has been

successfully conducted in many studies using the generalized least squares (GLS) algorithm, there
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is limited research on calibrating supply parameters and accurately matching speed measurements.

We develop enhanced online calibration methodologies for the DTA system, featuring a heuristic

to calibrate supply parameters online.

1.1.4 Personalized Pricing

The ETC system, together with automatic vehicle identification (AVI) sensors that are available

in many networks, in addition to flow and speed sensors, make available individual-level trip data.

Such data include an individual's choice between managed lanes and general-purpose lanes in

each trip, as well as the attributes of each alternative and scenario-specific variables at the time

when the choice is made. Each individual's characteristics may be generated with an abundance

of trip data. Such data allow researchers to develop personalized route choice models. A

personalized choice model makes it possible to identify the heterogeneity among individuals and

choice scenarios, and thus to apply personalized toll pricing for further improvement of traffic

management.

Price discrimination has been researched extensively and affects many aspects of our lives. Pigou

(1920) proposes the definitions of three levels of price discrimination, which are, personalized

pricing, product versioning, and group pricing. Among them, personalized pricing (i.e., first-

degree price discrimination or perfect price discrimination) is the most flexible and most effective

in boosting revenue. With an objective of maximizing revenue, the best pricing strategy, in general,

is to set the price for each individual at the point where we expect maximum revenue from that

individual.

An individual's decision to purchase a product (or to take the managed lanes) may be modeled

with a binary choice model, where Alternative 1 represents the option to purchase, and Alternative

2 stands for the option not to buy. A utility function is specified for Alternative 1, which measures

the benefits and costs of choosing that alternative over the other. The utility of Alternative 2 is thus

normalized to zero. An individual chooses the alternative with higher utility.
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A fixed utility model specifies the utility function in a way such that each component of the utility

function is fixed. Based on this model, an individual makes the purchase if the price does not

exceed a certain value (defined as his/her willingness to pay, WTP) and does not make the purchase

if the price is higher than that value. WTP represents the portion of utility except for price, or in

other words, the net benefit of Alternative 1 without consideration of price. Thus, the personalized

pricing policy that maximizes revenue is to charge each individual at his/her WTP.

On the other hand, a random utility model (McFadden, 1975) captures the stochasticity in an

individual's decision-making process by decomposing the utility into systematic and random

components, where the random component follows a distribution. The logit model is a commonly

used random utility model. For a binary choice logit model, the random component in the utility

of Alternative 1 is assumed to follow a logistic distribution, while the total utility of Alternative 2

is normalized to zero. Due to the stochasticity in utility, an individual's decision is random, and

the probability to choose Alternative 1 is given by a logistic function of the systematic utility.

Based on a random utility choice model, the personalized pricing policy that maximizes revenue

is to charge each individual at the price where price elasticity of purchase probability is -1.

However, the personalized pricing policy discussed above is only optimal when individuals'

decisions to make the purchase is independent of each other, which is valid only when demand-

supply interactions are not in effect. In applications where inventory limit is fixed, some

individuals' decisions to make the purchase may render other individuals unable to make a

purchase. In such cases, dynamic programming is often applied to evaluate the expected revenue

from each unit of inventory (i.e., value of inventory), and take it into consideration when

determining the best pricing strategy. In the field of road pricing, demand-supply interactions

through traffic dynamics are extremely complicated, and there is no literature on personalized road

pricing that explicitly takes into consideration the complex and dynamic demand-supply

interactions. Dynamic programming requires the inventory limit to be well-defined and known,

while there is not a well-defined limit on how many cars may take managed lanes during a given

time period, but clearly some individuals' decisions to take managed lanes will affect traffic

conditions on the network thus other individuals' utility of choosing managed.
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While product versioning and group pricing have been extensively applied in practice,

personalized pricing is not as popular due to equity concerns and lack of public acceptance.

Charging a higher price for the same product to an individual just because he/she eagerly needs

the product is sometimes considered immoral. Individuals who are charged higher than others may

develop hate towards the seller. On the other hand, it is considered acceptable if personalized

incentives or discount coupons are offered to some individuals, while others pay a full price.

Compared to personalized pricing, personalized discounting (or personalized incentives) is more

commonly applied, especially in online retailing.

We propose personalized discounting policies for application on managed lane tolling, with an

objective of maximizing revenue subject to practical considerations. We develop a personalized

toll pricing system that relies on a DTA system to capture interactions between demand and supply

and predict traffic, where the demand model is personalized. The new system is built upon the

real-time non-personalized toll pricing system discussed in Section 1.1.3.

Price/discount heterogeneity among individuals results from heterogeneity in choice behaviors.

Personalized discounting is not meaningful unless behavior heterogeneity among individuals is

captured. We develop a personalized choice model that predicts each individual's choice between

managed lanes and general-purpose lanes. We specify a logit model that captures the systematic

heterogeneities in individuals' preferences to managed lanes and sensitivities to toll and travel time

and estimate model parameters with personalized trip data.

1.2 Proposed Framework

We propose, develop, implement, and test a toll pricing system where proactive decisions on toll

rates are made. Toll rates are generated by solving an optimization problem, where we apply a

DTA system to evaluate the objective function. The performance of the toll pricing system relies

on the DTA system's capability to understand and predict traffic conditions, and thus we enhance

the online calibration methodology for the DTA system, featuring a heuristic for calibration of

supply parameters to match speed measurements.
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Offline calibration techniques are applied to calibrate a microscopic traffic simulator to real data

on a real network consisting of managed lanes and general-purpose lanes. Toll optimization is

tested in closed-loop for this real network, where the microscopic traffic simulator serves as the

"real world" and toll optimization is evaluated in the simulator.

We extend the system to allow for personalized discounting. We design personalized discount

policies so that the price ratio for each individual is generated by a personalized discount function,

which is formulated based on the policy. Only some travelers are eligible to receive a discount,

while others always get a price ratio of 1, representing full price. Some parameters of the

personalized discount function are optimized in real time, which include the displayed toll rate and

a discount control parameter that controls the overall level of discount. Parameters of the

personalized pricing function also include the individual's preference to managed lanes and

sensitivities to toll rate and traffic condition metrics, and some parameters are different at different

times of the day. Those parameters are provided by a choice modeling system that is external to

the toll pricing system. We develop a personalized choice model and estimate it with real trip data.

In the remainder of this section, we first describe a managed lane network where the proposed toll

pricing system can be applied and then discuss enhancements to the infrastructure that is necessary

for a personalized toll pricing system. Then we present the proposed real-time personalized toll

pricing system. This system can also accommodate non-personalized toll pricing, which is simply

a special case of personalized toll pricing where no one is eligible to receive a discount.

1.2.1 The Managed Lane Network

The toll pricing system is developed for a corridor of freeway that consists of toll managed lanes

(ML) and general-purpose lanes (GPL) in parallel to each other. The toll rate is adjusted in real

time and is displayed on a sign before travelers have to make the decision whether to take ML or

not. The toll is collected through an ETC system, which relies on the gantries that record each

vehicle using ML. Gantries rely on transponder readers that record vehicles equipped with

transponders and use cameras to take photos for vehicles without a transponder. Sensors are

mounted along both ML and GPL to detect traffic flow and speed in real-time. Figure 1.1 illustrates
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an ML network in a simplified way. ML networks in the real world are usually more complex and

may have multiple entry and exit ramps along the corridor on both ML and GPL. Some networks

consist of multiple tolling segments. Traveling through each tolling segment requires a separate

toll payment, and toll rates are adjusted separately for different tolling segments. Travelers may

switch between ML and GPL at the beginning of each tolling segment.

Geniral-purpose lanes (GPL)A

TO1 managed lanes (ML)

Gantry for toll collection

Sign displaying real-time toll rate

Sensor that measures flow and speed

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a toll managed lane network

The above infrastructure is typically available in real-world ML networks. With flow and speed

sensors providing measurements in real-time, the ML operators have been able to apply reactive

toll control strategies so that toll rates are adjusted in reaction to observed traffic conditions.

Relying on the same infrastructure, we develop a pricing system where toll rates are determined

proactively based on predicted traffic conditions.

Besides flow and speed sensors, some ML networks are equipped with AVI sensors. Transponder

users would generate a record each time when passing through an AVI sensor. The record contains

a timestamp and a location. Such data, along with gantry records and flow and speed data, may be

used to generate trip data for transponder users. Trip data contain travel time, duration, entry and

exit points to the network, the choice between ML and GPL, traffic conditions along the trip, as

well as other information. With a large number of trip data available, travelers' choice behaviors

could be modeled with a personalized choice model. The personalized choice model enables us to

extend the pricing system to a personalized toll pricing system, which allows discounts to be

offered to some travelers. However, to implement the new system in the real world, additional

infrastructure is required.
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As we develop a real-time personalized toll pricing system, toll discount is optimized in real time

based on predicted traffic conditions in the near future. Therefore, the discount will only be valid

in the near future, because the optimal discount may be different at a later time. Therefore, a

traveler would need to inform the system before arriving at the network in order to receive a

discount for each trip. This communication is referred to as a signal from the traveler to the system.

The signal contains traveler's estimated time of arrival to the network and can be sent through a

mobile app, by text message, or by a system that automatically detects traveler's movement

towards the network. Besides, a discount is only meaningful if the traveler receives it and takes it

into consideration when making the choice decision. Therefore, two-way communication between

the traveler and the system is essential. In addition, due to legal considerations, is may be necessary

to obtain consent from the traveler before his/her personal trip data are used to generate the

personalized discounts and the discount offers are sent to him/her.

Therefore, we design the infrastructure in a way that travelers need to sign up for the discount

program, and they need to enable two-way communications with the system in order to receive

discounts. Before arriving at the corridor, travelers send a signal to the system indicating his/her

arrival time, and then they become eligible for a discount in this trip. Such travelers are referred to

as eligible travelers, while the others are ineligible travelers who need to pay at the full displayed

toll rate if choosing ML. Upon receiving the signal, the system informs the traveler of his/her

personalized price factor (i.e., one minus discount rate). The price factor could be 1, which

indicates that a discount is not available. The traveler then decides whether to take ML or GPL

based on the discount.

Therefore, in order to accommodate the proposed personalized toll pricing system, additional

infrastructure needs to be available, which may include an app and a background system to handle

communications between travelers and the pricing system. This research does not focus on the

details of the infrastructure system, and the rest of this thesis is based on the proposed infrastructure

being available.
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1.2.2 Proposed Real-time Personalized Toll Pricing System

Figure 1.2 illustrates the real-time personalized toll pricing system we propose, referencing the

framework in Azevedo et al. (2018). The system optimizes the displayed toll rate that is effective

for all travelers and generates discount offers for eligible travelers. An additional infrastructure

system needs to be developed to allow for two-way communications between eligible travelers

and the toll pricing system, which is not a focus of this research.

Eligible Ineligible
traveler traveler

in

Route
choice

Toll Pricing System

Tr aic
Optimized control parameters conditions

Predicted traffic conditions

Personalized System
discount Optimization

Road Network

Figure 1.2: The proposed real-time personalized toll pricing system
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The toll pricing system consists of a system optimization module and a personalized discount

module. System optimization module solves a simulation-based optimization problem to find the

toll rate and discount control parameter that maximize toll revenue. We design a personalized

discount policy and formulate a personalized discount function based on the policy. The function

generates a personalized discount for each eligible traveler, taking into consideration that traveler's

preferences to ML and sensitivities to toll rate and travel time. While the personalized pricing

function specifies how the discount is calculated, the actual amount of discount is also affected by

the control parameters, which is optimized at the system level. Control parameters are arguments

to the personalized discount function that are optimized in the system level and consists of the

displayed toll rate and a discount control parameter.

Traffic dynamics are complex. While many researchers apply closed-form models to represent

traffic dynamics in a usually simplified manner, we apply a DTA system to model the complex

interactions between demand and supply. The system optimization module relies on a DTA system

to predict traffic and evaluate the objective function for the simulation-based optimization problem.

The DTA system is calibrated online towards real-time speed and flow data to ensure it accurately

reproduces and predicts traffic dynamics on the real network.

The system optimization module is integrated with a DTA system and runs in rolling horizons. For

each rolling time period, it generates the displayed toll rate and discount control parameter for the

optimization horizon. The length of the rolling time period (e.g., 5 minutes) is the same as the

length applied in the DTA system. The length of the optimization horizon (e.g., the next 15 minutes)

is the same as the DTA system's prediction horizon.

The personalized discount module operates in real time. It is triggered each time when receiving a

signal from an eligible traveler, and generate a discount offer for that traveler. As the module does

not involve simulation, the eligible traveler is able to receive a discount immediately after sending

a signal.

The toll pricing system relies on a choice modeling system not illustrated in Figure 1.2. We develop

a logit model for travelers' choice behavior. Systematic heterogeneity among travelers is modeled
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by incorporating characteristics and personal history variables. We estimate the personalized

choice model with real trip data, and the model parameters may be updated online as new trip data

becomes available. The personalized choice model enables the toll pricing system to predict

different travelers' probabilities to choose ML given toll price and traffic conditions. The choice

modeling system estimates and updates the personalized choice model using disaggregate trip data

from transponder users. It maintains a database of travelers' preferences to ML and sensitivities to

toll and traffic and updates these parameters with new trip data. Whenever a signal is received, the

personalized discount module obtains the eligible traveler's preferences and sensitivities from the

choice modeling system in order to calculate what discount to offer.

The choice modeling system also estimates the distributions of personalized preferences and

sensitivities among the population and provide the distributions to the DTA system at each rolling

horizon time interval (e.g., 5 minutes) so that the DTA can accurately simulate travelers' choice

behaviors. The population is defined as the set of all potential travelers on the ML network,

including those who choose GPL.

As disaggregate trip data are not commonly available, developing and estimating a personalized

choice model is not always practical and thus personalized toll pricing is not always possible.

Besides, the infrastructure for personalized toll pricing is not yet available in the real world, so we

first implement the non-personalized toll pricing system and evaluate its performance with a case

study using a real network and real data from that network. The non-personalized toll pricing

system is a simplified version of the personalized system, as shown in Figure 1.3. As all travelers

are ineligible for discounts, the personalized discount module is removed from the system.

Evaluation of the system is performed in close-loop, by using a microscopic simulate the mimic

the real world and evaluate toll revenue on the simulator.

After that, we extend the system to allow for personalized pricing and evaluate the added benefit

based on optimization results from the system optimization module.
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1.3 Summary of Findings

The DTA-based toll pricing system is tested for real-time performance, and it is found to be

feasible for real-time deployment. We find that the system's revenue maximization performance

relies on the DTA system's prediction capability and that the proposed online calibration

methodology is effective in improving the DTA system's estimation and prediction accuracy. The

personalized choice model we develop is effective in capturing heterogeneities among individuals.

The personalized and non-personalized toll pricing systems we develop and implement are tested

under different scenarios. They show potential in boosting revenue if applied in a real-world ML

network. The personalized toll optimization problem we formulate does not significantly increase

the dimension of the decision variables compared to non-personalized toll optimization. Given our

objective of revenue maximization, personalized toll pricing is more effective in improving the

objective.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis consists of the following chapters. Chapter 1 gives an introduction, including the

proposed framework and summary of findings. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on DTA systems,

toll pricing, discrete choice models, and personalized pricing. Chapter 3 gives methodologies and

a case study for non-personalized toll optimization and includes details of online calibration.

Chapter 4 presents methodologies and a case study for personalized toll optimization and includes

details of the choice model. Chapter 5 is for final conclusions.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

In this chapter, we review literature on four research topics: (1) dynamic traffic assignment (DTA)

system and calibration algorithms developed to calibrate its demand and supply parameters, (2)

road pricing schemes and toll managed lanes, (3) discrete choice models and modeling of

heterogeneities, with a focus on applications on route choice and toll managed lanes, and (4) price

discrimination and personalized pricing and incentives in transportation. Finally, we summarize

the research gap.

2.1 Calibration of the Dynamic Traffic Assignment System

A DTA system models the interactions between traffic demand and supply, through which it

assigns time-dependent traffic to road networks and outputs transportation performance

measurements. It is applicable for real-time or near real-time traffic simulation and prediction.

Typically, demand parameters include origin-destination (OD) demand, travel behavior, such as

route choice, lane changing (gap acceptance, merging, yielding, and look-ahead), car following

(acceleration, braking, and desired speed), and compliance (response to arterial signals, ramp

meters, and toll plazas). Supply models primarily include speed-density and speed-flow

relationships (i.e., the fundamental equation). DTA systems can be classified as macroscopic,

mesoscopic, and microscopic depending on the fidelity of the supply and demand models. Usually,

the supply model of a macroscopic DTA system uses the speed-flow relationship to replicate traffic

dynamics, while that of a microscopic system simulates individual driver's driving behavior. The

fineness of the mesoscopic system is in-between and may use different models depending on traffic

conditions. Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001) systematically summarize the foundations of DTA.
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2.1.1 Offline Calibration

Calibration can be formulated as an optimization problem minimizing the deviation between the

simulated and actual measurements. Earlier literature calibrates different groups of parameters in

a separate manner. There is abundant research on time-dependent OD flow estimation (e.g., Ashok

and Ben-Akiva, 2000; Hazelton, 2000; Cascetta and Postorino, 2001; Toledo et al., 2015), among

which the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) algorithm is most often applied; Kim and Rilett (2004)

developed genetic algorithms (GA) to calibrate driving behavior parameters. We review the

calibration of route choice models in detail in Section 2.3. On the supply side, parameters of the

fundamental equation are calibrated (e.g., Leclercq, 2005; Kund6, 2002; Park et al., 2006). More

recent literature calibrates different groups of parameters jointly. The joint calibration is first

accomplished iteratively (Darda, 2002; Toledo et al., 2004; Balakrishma et al., 2005).

Simultaneous calibration is proposed later to capture the interactions among different models.

Balakrishma (2006) and Balakrishma et al. (2007) show that Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic

Approximation (SPSA) (Spall, 1992) can be applied for calibrating demand and supply parameters

simultaneously and performs best in fitness. Later, various studies demonstrate the performance

of SPSA (e.g., Ma et al., 2007; Vaze et al., 2009). However, in later studies (Paz et al., 2012; Lu,

2013), SPSA is found to be limited in terms of convergence rate and long-run accuracy, when

applied to large-scale and noisy problems without analytical representations and with correlated

parameters and measurements (Lu et al., 2015; Cipriani et al., 2011; Cantelmo et al., 2014).

Balakrishna and Koutsopoulos (2008) extend SPSA by incorporating transition equations for the

calibration of OD flows. Cipriani et al. (2011) adopt asymmetric OD matrix estimation and

polynomial interpolation to the step size, the performance of which is further investigated by

Cantelmo et al. (2014). To simultaneously calibrate demand and supply parameters, Lu et al. (2015)

incorporate a weight matrix, which represents the correlation structure. The Weighted SPSA (W-

SPSA) algorithm proposed improves convergence rate and accuracy when the dimensionality of

parameters is large. Antoniou et al. (2015) propose the full framework for W-SPSA, including a

series of methods to formally generate the weight matrix, as well as heuristic and combined

approaches. Zhang (2017) propose further improvements in weight matrix generation and

parameter update methods. Tympakianaki et al. (2015) propose c-SPSA for OD calibration, which

enhances SPSA by simultaneously perturbing the gradient of a small number of constructed
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homogeneous clusters each time. c-SPSA is proven to be more robust and converges faster than

SPSA. Oh et al. (2019) treat the demand as a discrete variable instead of a continuous one, which

is more realistic, and apply a Weighted Discrete SPSA (W-DSPSA) algorithm for GLS

minimization.

Recent research further improves computational efficiency through embedding analytical

problem-specific information within a simulation-based optimization (SO) algorithm (Osorio,

2019). In this line of research, Osorio (2019) formulates the offline OD calibration problem for

large-scale simulation-based network models as an SO problem and propose a scalable and

efficient metamodel SO algorithm. This research extends the previous work (Zhang and Osorio,

2017; Osorio, 2017) that considers only a single time interval.

2.1.2 Online Calibration

Offline calibration provides a priori values of the parameters which are then calibrated online.

Online calibration is vital to ensure the accuracy in the estimation and prediction of traffic

conditions, which is one of the most significant barriers for deploying large-scale DTA systems

(Ben-Akiva et al., 2015). Yin and Lou (2009) propose a calibration framework that jointly and

iteratively calibrates OD, behavioral, and supply parameters in a mesoscopic DTA system. The

OD demand is calibrated by the GLS algorithm, while behavior and supply parameters are

estimated with specific empirical methods. In a traffic management context, Hashemi and

Abdelghany (2015) propose online calibration using GLS for OD and empirical methods for

supply parameters. These methods are then applied to a corridor in Dallas (Hashemi and

Abdelghany, 2016). Hashemi and Abdelghany (2016) use a DTA system to mimic the real-world

and generate control strategies for travel time reduction with a meta-heuristic search algorithm.

Their DTA system predicts significant time savings under the optimal strategies, but the actual

impacts of such strategies are not tested in an environment different from the DTA system itself.

Recent advancements in online calibration methods also include simultaneous calibration of all

parameters with a unified model. Antoniou et al. (2007) propose the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

for the online calibration of DynaMIT. DynaMIT (Ben-Akiva et al., 2010) is a mesoscopic DTA
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system that is capable of reading sensor data to estimate current traffic and generating control

strategies (e.g., toll rates) based on predictions of future traffic. The EKF algorithm represents the

evolvement of the network state by formulating it as a non-linear state-space model. It is capable

of simultaneously calibrating all parameters to match all measurements, including speed, by

linearizing the relations between measurements and parameters.

The online calibration of large-scale transportation networks requires specific techniques to reduce

the calibration dimensionality and computational effort. Frederix et al. (2014) spatially decompose

the OD of the entire network in a hierarchical approach and calibrate OD matrices of subnetworks

using different methods. Djukic et al. (2012) and Djukic (2014) apply a principal component

approach (PCA) in online OD calibration using a Kalman filtering approach. PCA effectively

reduces the computational effort of large-scale online calibration by calibrating smaller-

dimensional principal components of parameters. Prakash et al. (2017) apply a PCA in the online

calibration of both supply and demand parameters using GLS. Although the estimation accuracy

is slightly lower compared to regular GLS, the prediction accuracy improves because PCA

captures inherent correlations of the parameters and filters the noise. Prakash et al. (2018) then

apply PCA to the online calibration of both supply and demand parameters using EKF. Similar

results are obtained, demonstrating the capability of PCA in reducing dimensionality for large-

scale, simultaneous online calibration problems. Zhang et al. (2017) address the calibration of a

large OD demand matrix by embedding an analytical model that relates calibrated parameters to

the objective function. This methodology is demonstrated with the Berlin metropolitan area

network. Zhang (2018) propose the augmented State Space Model (SSM) to capture delayed

measurements, and a gradient estimation procedure called partitioned simultaneous perturbation

(PSP) to reduce computations. Using these methods, the online calibration of the Singapore

expressway network demonstrates a 90% reduction in the number of computations compared with

the traditional finite difference method and the same calibration accuracy. Qurashi et al. (2019)

combine SPSA with PCA to form a new algorithm named PC-SPSA, which is found to statistically

reduce dimensionality and non-linearity. The performance of PC-SPSA is demonstrated in an

offline network. However, the authors claim that it can be potentially applied for online calibration

for networks of medium size and complexity.
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2.2 Road Pricing and Toll Managed Lanes

Congestion pricing, as a tool for traffic demand management, has been a research interest since

the late 1990s. It can be classified based on the zone of influence such as pricing at a cordoned

area, on urban roads or specific lanes. Our particular interest is in road pricing, especially pricing

on toll managed lanes, as roading pricing is predominantly applied on toll managed lanes in the

US. Theories of road pricing have been developed, and real-world applications are worldwide (e.g.,

Meyer, 1999; Tsekeris and VoB, 2009; Li and Hensher, 2010; de Palma and Lindsey, 2011; Gu et

al., 2018). Wood et al. (2016) review applications of managed lane pricing in Texas, the state

where many managed lane networks have been operated. Tolls are applied using two strategies:

static and dynamic. In a static setting, the toll either stays flat or varies in a predetermined way

during the day, which is also referred to as time-of-day (TOD) tolling. Static pricing does not

capture the interaction between real-time traffic conditions and travelers' willingness to pay.

Conversely, in dynamic pricing, the toll rates are updated dynamically based on demand

predictions and real-time traffic conditions. We refer to Chung and Recker (2011) for a review of

state-of-the-art dynamic pricing in the US. We discuss two different dynamic pricing schemes in

the remainder of this section.

2.2.1 Reactive Toll Pricing Schemes

As examples of dynamic pricing applications, we refer to the 1-15 managed lane in San Diego and

1-394 high-occupancy toll (HOT) managed lane in Minnesota (Yin and Lou, 2009). The base price

for 1-15 varies from $0.50 to $4.00 depending on the time of day, and the price can be adjusted in

real-time in response to the traffic conditions. Performance evaluations of these examples show

that dynamic pricing works well in practice (Supernak et al., 2003; Cambridge Systematics, 2006).

Recently, Ferrovial/CINTRA applied dynamic pricing on a managed lanes network in Texas,

where toll rates are adjusted based on a look-up table with offline calibrated parameters.

Optimization of dynamic toll rates for managed lanes is a flourishing research area. Nagae and

Akamatsu (2006) present a case where a toll road manager can switch between two levels of the

toll in order to maximize the revenue based on long-term dynamics of the transportation demand.

Xu (2009) proposes a simulation-based dynamic pricing model that minimizes the total travel time
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on the network predicted offline using DynaMIT, incorporating route choice and departure time

choice models. Yin and Lou (2009) propose two dynamic pricing approaches for toll managed

lanes based on real-time traffic conditions, which are referred to as feedback-control approach and

reactive self-learning approach. The objective is to improve the free-flow travel service on the toll

managed lanes while maximizing the throughput of the general-purpose lane. Morgul (2010)

proposes a dynamic pricing model reactive to real-time traffic predictions by traffic simulation

software Paramics and TransModeler, where a logit model represents travelers' response to toll

rate and travel time information. Michalaka et al. (2011) develop a scenario-based toll optimization

model that accounts for the stochasticity of traffic demand with a two-stage formulation. The

targeted inflows are determined in the first stage, with an objective of maximizing the throughput

of the general-purpose lane while achieving a desired density on the toll lane. Then the toll rate is

determined in the second stage to achieve the targeted inflows. Jang et al. (2014) develop a reactive

toll pricing system that determines toll rates based on predictions of traffic system performance

measures, which are obtained from a closed-form model. Chen et al. (2014) propose a family of

surrogate-based models to simplify the dynamic toll optimization problem. The surrogate models

are implemented in a DTA system - DynusT and tested in a corridor in Maryland for optimizing

objectives, including travel time, throughput, and revenue.

2.2.2 Proactive Toll Pricing Schemes

While earlier dynamic tolling strategies are often reactive and based on simplified supply-demand

interactions, recent research develops proactive tolling strategies, where pricing is based on

forward-looking, predicted traffic conditions. Using a DTA system named DYNASMART, Dong

et al. (2011) proactively optimize toll rates to match the desired network conditions and conclude

the benefits of such a proactive control strategy. Gupta et al. (2016) use a GA to optimize toll rates

based on traffic predictions. They implement the algorithm in DynaMIT and optimize 13 toll rates

in the Singapore expressway network. To the best of our knowledge, proactive pricing schemes

are relatively less studied and have not been applied in real-world road networks.
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2.3 Discrete Choice Models

Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) systematically review the theory of discrete choice models and

application to travel demand modeling. A discrete choice model depicts an individual's (i.e.,

decision maker's) preference using a parameterized utility function which includes observed

independent variables and unknown error terms. It assumes the decision is made based on utility

maximization. There are many advancements in discrete choice models, among which are logit

mixture models (Ben-Akiva et al., 2001) that incorporates random heterogeneity as well as hybrid

choice models (Ben-Akiva et al., 2002) that can incorporate flexible random heterogeneity,

flexible substitution patterns, and latent variables.

2.3.1 Modeling of Systematic and Random Heterogeneities

Individuals' preferences are complex, dynamic, context-dependent, heterogeneous, and even

contradictory (Castells et al., 2015). There are two types of heterogeneity, i.e., systematic and

random (unobserved). While the systematic heterogeneity can be captured by incorporating

individuals' characteristics into the systematic component of the utility function, the random

heterogeneity is captured in the error component. There are two types of random heterogeneity

among the population: inter-personal and intra-personal. Inter-personal heterogeneity accounts for

preference variations among individuals, while intra-personal heterogeneity accounts for

preference variations of the same individual among different choice scenarios, which addresses

the fact that individuals do not have permanent preferences (Ben-Akiva et al., 2019). In the

presence of multiple observations per individual, logit mixture models can be developed to capture

both inter- and intra-personal heterogeneity (Hess and Rose, 2009; Hess and Train, 2011; Yiftez

et al., 2011). However, this type of model is computationally burdensome (Hess and Train, 2011),

because it does not have a closed-form likelihood function as a flat logit model does and thus

requires simulation. To address the computational issue, Becker et al. (2017) introduce a

Hierarchical Bayes (HB) estimator by extending the Allenby-Train procedure (Train, 2009). Danaf

et al. (2017) further incorporate Gibbs sampling to allow updating individuals' preferences in real-

time.
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2.3.2 Discrete Choice Models for Route Choice

The route choice model is a core behavior model in a DTA system. Ramming (2002) systematically

summaries route choice models. C-logit and path-size logit models correct for the issue of

overlapping paths. Cross-nested logit, probit, and hybrid choice models are also discussed and

compared. With growing data availability, route choice models that capture systematic

heterogeneity have been developed (Kurri et al., 2000; Danielis et al., 2005; Fowkes and Whiteing,

2006). Route choice models that capture random heterogeneity are also available. Latent class

models identify the impact of truck size (Feng et al., 2013) or travel distance (Rowell et al., 2014).

Using random coefficient models, Kawamura (2000) and Toledo et al. (2013) estimate the

distribution of the value of time (VOT) and Toledo et al. (2018) estimate distributions of both VOT

and value of reliability (VOR). Li et al. (2016) incorporate the OD pair and choice-situation-

specific random error components.

2.3.3 Discrete Choice Models for Managed Lanes

In the context of toll managed lanes, Burris and Brady (2018) point out that travel time saving and

toll rate are not the only factors determining the choice between managed lanes and general-

purpose lanes. In this sense, a good representation of travelers' behaviors incorporating preference

heterogeneity is vital for welfare analysis and real-time operations. Among such discrete choice

models, inter-personal preference heterogeneity is widely considered (e.g., Small et al., 2005;

Toledo and Sharif, 2019), which is crucial for welfare analysis (Small et al., 2005) and provides a

basis for individual-level parameter inference (Train, 2009). Intra-personal preference

heterogeneity is considered by B6rjesson et al. (2013) and Hess and Rose (2009) in the context of

route choice, capturing systematic and random variations, respectively. However, the two studies

are both based on stated preference (SP) data reflecting preferences in hypothetical scenarios,

which is likely to be biased against real choice scenarios (Ben-Akiva et al., 2019). The collection

of reveal preference (RP) data traditionally relies on travel surveys (e.g., Brownstone et al., 2003;

Bbrjesson et al., 2007), and it is usually time- and money-consuming. In recent years, with the

emergence of ETC facilities, massive RP trip data become available. Exploratory studies using RP

data to explain managed lane references have been conducted (e.g., Burris and Brady, 2018; Burris

and Ashraf, 2019), yet econometric models have not been developed in these studies. In general,
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there is limited research on modeling managed lane preferences using RP data and traveler's

characteristics, due to the scarcity and proprietary nature of the required data. Bhat and Castelar

(2002) propose a unified framework for combining RP and SP data in estimating logit mixture

models that consider inter-personal heterogeneity. A most recent study by Xie et al. (2019) takes

advantage of massive RP trip records and travelers' characteristics obtained from a managed lane

operator. They develop a discrete choice model capturing both inter- and intra-personal

heterogeneity in managed lane preference and use HB for efficient model estimation.

2.4 Personalization in Transportation and Price Discrimination

Discrete choice models that represent individual preferences provide grounds for personalized

policy designs. In the context of tolling, the concept of personalization can be realized via price

discrimination, which means offering personalized pricing, discounting, or incentives for potential

toll road users based on understandings for traffic conditions and individual user's behaviors.

Under this context, personalization can be applied for various purposes, e.g., toll revenue

improvement, congestion reduction, and social welfare improvement.

2.4.1 Price Discrimination and Personalized Pricing

Pigou (2017) defines the three levels of price discrimination: first-degree (i.e., personalized

pricing), second-degree (i.e., product versioning), and third-degree price discrimination (i.e., group

pricing). Murthi and Sarkar (2003) and Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2006) extensively review the

literature on behavior-based price personalization. Specific forms of personalization have been

considered. For example, Kuo et al. consider negotiation in a dynamic pricing model (2011), and

Netessine et al. (2006) and Aydin and Ziya (2008) consider cross-selling where price depends on

the customer's past purchases. Personalized pricing is the most aggressive strategy as it charges

the equilibrium price to each customer for revenue maximization. If sufficient individual-specific

data is available, a personalized pricing strategy is practical and significantly improves revenue

(Shiller, 2013). Shriller (2013) demonstrates a personalized pricing strategy based on a demand

model that resembles an ordered Probit. This pioneering work improves the revenue of

personalized pricing by modeling customer behaviors, rather than using willingness to pay (WTP)
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or customer demographics. Elmachtoub et al. (2018) provide mathematical proofs to evaluate the

value of personalized pricing under different market and information scenarios.

Early literature on personalized pricing often assumes static and unlimited inventory. However,

inventory (i.e., supply-side) considerations are important for perishable products, e.g., seats of an

aircraft, traffic capacity at a specific time. Revenue management (RM) is the pricing and inventory

control of perishable products, which can be considered as an inventory evaluation technique. In

the context when inventory is limited and fixed, pricing is based on not only WTP but also expected

future revenue, which is estimated by dynamic programming (DP) (Talluri and Van Ryzin, 2004).

Talluri and Van Ryzin (2004) propose optimal pricing strategies under a general choice model for

demand. Chapuis (2007) provides a comprehensive review of DP techniques for RM. More recent

literature refines the demand model representing customer's responsiveness to price. Aviv and

Pazgal (2005) investigate dynamic pricing under a highly uncertain demand that is modeled as a

function of the price. Aviv and Pazgal (2008) later investigate the case when customers act

strategically. The impact of price on demand in future periods are also investigated (Popescu and

Wu, 2004; Ahn et al., 2007). Chen and Wu (2018) formulate a Bayesian DP that solves the

dynamic pricing problem with limited inventory and an unknown (but observable) distribution of

customer WTP. Chen and Chen (2015) provide a review of dynamic pricing with a brief mention

of personalized pricing developments.

Aydin and Ziya (2009) first incorporate personalized and dynamic pricing of limited inventory.

Customer WTP distributions are estimated using the signal (e.g., demographic information)

provided by the arriving customer, and personalized price depends on the signal, inventory level,

and time. Suh (2010) investigates dynamic pricing and an extension to personalized pricing in the

case where a retailer sells limited inventories of substitutable products. Chen et al. (2015) develop

a modeling framework for RM problems that allows customized pricing based on a logit model

for purchasing probability as well as personalized assortment optimization.
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2.4.2 Personalized Pricing/Discounting/Incentives in Transportation

There is limited literature on personalized pricing in the field of transportation. One particular

application is airlines, which may offer personalized offers to passengers. Wittman and Belobaba

(2017) propose two heuristics that provide fare offers to specific passengers based on estimated

WTP. Dynamic discounting that provides targeted discounts to leisure passengers can increase the

yields and load factors. Wittman and Belobaba (2018) propose a heuristic based on estimated WTP

for customized dynamic pricing of airfares using observations of passenger characteristics. The

results show that this pricing strategy increases revenue by 3-4% in the case study of one airline.

We find several other studies using personalized incentives instead of personalized pricing to

encourage altering travel decisions. Sun et al. (2018) propose dynamic and personalized incentives

that influence travelers' travel decisions. They use a logit model that represents the traveler's route

choice given incentives. They use analytical models to represent traffic dynamics and propose a

mathematical model to minimize the total expected travel time under the budget constraint. Social

welfare (i.e., travel time savings) is demonstrated using a toy network. Azevedo et al. (2018) and

Araldo et al. (2019) present Tripod and its System Optimization (SO) framework, based on the

concept of a flexible mobility demand system proposed by Atasoy et al. (2015). Tripod is a

smartphone-based system that offers information and personalized incentives in order to influence

travelers' real-time travel decisions. Before starting trips, travelers can access the personalized

menu in the Tripod smartphone application, which offers several travel options, including

departure time, mode, and route. The traveler is offered tokens (i.e., incentives) associated with

each travel option, the amount of which corresponds to system-wide energy savings. The SO

framework is an integrated bi-level transportation management system. The SO computes the best

token amounts for travel options to maximize energy savings under token budget constraints. The

SO is multimodal, dynamic, predictive, and personalized, meaning that the token amounts are

dependent on predicted traffic network conditions as well as individual traveler's profile.

SimMobility (Adnan et al., 2016) is the simulation tool that houses the SO, and the traveler

behavior modeling framework consists of a series of discrete choice models that determine the

menus presented to travelers (Xie et al., 2019; Song et al., 2018). Zhu et al. (2019) present a

personalized system that has similar functionalities and objectives as Tripod. The system is

different from Tripod in the definition and realization of personalization. The amount of
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personalized incentives is determined to ensure the probability of accepting to be greater than a

predefined threshold, and individual preferences are mined by a particle filter approach. The

authors mention that a future research direction can be combining the SO framework in Tripod

with the proposed personalized incentivizing concept.

2.5 Summary

We review literature in four areas related to our proposed research. We summarize the research

gaps below.

(1) Proactive toll pricing on ML

Dynamic pricing schemes have been widely studied and applied in the real world. The dynamic

pricing concept is evolving from reactive to proactive, often based on simplified representations

of demand and supply. While there is limited literature on real-time toll pricing based on DTA

systems, where comprehensive demand-supply interactions are replicated in simulation, this

research area is still scarce and often has a lack of proper validation.

(2) Online calibration of simulation-based DTA

The online calibration of a DTA system is vital for the accurate representation and prediction of

the traffic network. Simultaneous online calibration of OD demand, behavior parameters, and

supply parameters take the correlations among the parameters into consideration. Sensor counts

are the most widely used measurements, yet research rarely shows how accurate the simulated

speed is compared to actual data.

(3) Route choice models for managed lanes

Discrete choice models can capture both systematic and random heterogeneity, the latter including

inter- and intra-individual heterogeneity. In the context of toll managed lanes, while a simple

choice model that consists of time and money is most commonly used, the literature finds it

insufficient to model the complicated and heterogeneous behaviors on ML route choice. A more

comprehensive model specification is needed, which captures the heterogeneity among individuals.
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There is limited literature on managed lane discrete choice models estimated using large-scale real

trip record data, and nearly no literature incorporates travelers' history data in modeling.

(4) Personalized road pricing

There is extensive research on dynamic and personalized pricing. On the supply side, inventory

limitation is studied in recent research. On the demand side, consumer behaviors are being

increasingly incorporated in demand modeling, yet the interactions between supply and demand

are often simplified. There are limited applications of personalized pricing or incentives in

transportation. To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature in the context of road pricing

despite its potential in further improving traffic management. Optimization models for

personalized road pricing are not available. While the elasticity-based personalized pricing

strategy and evaluation of inventory value are widely used in other fields, for road traffic, it is

more difficult to derive because dynamic demand-supply interactions are complex and difficult to

model analytically. Equity and other practical concerns need to be incorporated into personalized

road pricing.
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Chapter 3 Real-time Toll Optimization

In this chapter, we develop a toll pricing system that makes proactive decisions on toll rates by

solving an optimization problem at each rolling period. We apply the system in the context of a

ML network from the viewpoint of the ML operator with an objective to maximize revenue while

offering a premium level of service. We formulate the toll optimization problem to maximize

revenue subject to network conditions and tolling regulations. Toll pricing relies on a DTA system

to predict traffic conditions, and we develop an enhanced online calibration methodology for the

DTA system to improve its estimation and prediction capabilities. The toll pricing system is tested

with data from a real toll managed lanes (ML) network in a closed-loop evaluation framework.

3.1 Introduction

We formulate an optimization problem to maximize revenue. Since the toll rate is not personalized,

decision variables are the displayed toll rates at different times and different locations of the

network. We apply a DTA system to predict traffic in order to evaluate revenue under candidate

toll rates. The toll pricing system is fully integrated with the DTA system.

The DTA system runs in rolling time horizons, which means, it models the real-time progression

of traffic interval by interval. Traffic flow and speed are measured for each time interval and

represent the average flow/speed within each interval. Therefore, the length of an interval should

be long enough so that flow and speed can be effectively measured, and random fluctuations in

both the real world and the simulators can be partially averaged out. On the other hand, an interval

should be short enough so that real-time traffic dynamics could be captured, and traffic conditions

would not change tremendously within an interval. Previous studies related to DTA systems often

set interval length to 5 minutes.
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Under the rolling horizon framework, traffic conditions are considered constant within any given

interval and thus optimized toll rates would be constant in a given interval. Therefore, the real-

time toll pricing system is also designed to run in rolling time horizons with the same interval

length as the DTA system. The system generates toll rates for each interval of the prediction

horizon and maximizes expected revenue for the entire prediction horizon, with the DTA system

predicting traffic conditions for the prediction horizon. Coincidentally, some ML networks in the

real world adjust toll rates every 5 minutes. Therefore, in our case study, we set the interval length

to be 5 minutes for the DTA system and the toll pricing system, which is consistent with previous

researches on DTA as well as industry practice of toll pricing. We set the length of the prediction

horizon to be 15 minutes.

Effective toll optimization relies on accurate predictions of future traffic. Before making

predictions, the DTA system needs to firstly understand current traffic conditions and estimate

demand and supply parameters, and this process is called state estimation. Online calibration is

essential for accurate state estimation, as it calibrates demand and supply parameters to match real-

time observations of traffic flow and speed. Following that, the DTA system predicts demand and

supply parameters and performs traffic simulation to predicted flow, speed, travel time, and other

traffic condition metrics, and calculate expected toll revenue for the prediction horizon.

We propose and apply an online calibration methodology that consists of OD calibration and

supply calibration. OD stands for origin-destination demand and is a parameter measuring how

many travelers are to travel between each origin-destination pair at each time interval. We apply

the generalized least squares (GLS) method for calibration of OD demand to match traffic flow

measurements. Supply calibration refers to the calibration of supply model parameters, where the

supply model in a macroscopic DTA system means the speed-density relationship. In this study,

we apply a mesoscopic DTA system where the supply model is more comprehensive and contains

additional parameters than the speed-density function parameters. We develop a heuristic for

calibration of supply parameters to match the speed and density measurements, where density is

calculated from flow and speed. The performance of the online calibration methodology is tested

by calibrating a mesoscopic DTA system online towards real data from an ML network.
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Toll optimization is tested with a closed-loop evaluation framework, so the platform optimizing

the toll rates is different from the platform evaluating the system. A microscopic simulator is used

as the second simulation platform to evaluate the toll rates by calculating the simulated revenue,

and it takes the place of the real world in this closed-loop framework. Under the closed-loop

framework, the DTA system is calibrated online towards sensor measurements provided by the

microscopic simulator.

The credibility of closed-loop evaluation can only be confirmed when the demand, supply, and

travel behaviors are represented accurately in the microscopic simulation platform so that it mimics

the real world. In this thesis, we briefly discuss the offline calibration of the microscopic simulator.

It is calibrated to real data before the deployment of closed-loop evaluation.

In the case study, we test toll optimization under a based scenario and multiple experimental

scenarios. We evaluate the toll rates and simulated revenue as evaluated by the microscopic

simulator between the proposed toll pricing system and a base toll rate. The based toll rate is a toll

profile that varies at different times of the day but is not affected by real-time fluctuation of demand

or traffic conditions.

Methodology and the case study in this chapter have been presented in Zhang et al. (2019).

3.2 Optimization Formulation

For each rolling time interval, toll optimization is formulated as follows.

maxDz= > Pktk
P "t=1 k=1kQ1

s.t.

(Q, V) = dta(PD, D, H, b)

LPD pconstraint Vt

Qtk < qUB tVk

Vtk / BVtVk

(3.1)
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where

z is the objective, i.e., the sum of expected revenue over all gantries and all intervals

t is the index for time intervals in the prediction horizon

m is the number of intervals in the prediction horizon

k is the index for gantries in the network

g is the number of gantries in the network

Pt is the displayed toll rate for toll gantry k in the t-th time interval

Qtk and Vtk are the expected flow and speed at gantry k in interval t

D and H are the predicted OD demand and supply parameters in the prediction horizon

b is the choice model parameters

L is a transformation matrix

pconstraint is the right-hand-side of toll constraints

UB and VLB are upper/lower bound for flow/speed at gantry k

Regulations by the government or tolling policies by the operator may require ML flow to be

subject to an upper bound qUB at each gantry k, and ML speed to be subject to a lower bound VLB

at each gantry k. To accommodate these requirements while ensuring there is always a feasible

solution to the optimization problem, we incorporate these considerations as penalty terms in the

objective function, where WtQ specifies the dollar amount of the penalty if ML flow at gantry k in

interval t exceeding upper bound by one unit, and Wtvk is the penalty for ML speed at gantry k in

interval t exceeding lower bound by one unit. Penalty coefficients WQ and WV, the flow upper

bound qUB, and the speed lower bound vLB are pre-determined parameters.

The first constraint specifies that the expected ML flow Q and expected ML speed V are obtained

through the traffic prediction module of a DTA system. The next sections present details of how

demand and supply parameters are predicted, and details about the choice model.

The second constraint is a generic representation of any linear constraints imposed on toll rates. L

is a matrix that converts toll vector PD into a vector of metrics on which constraints are imposed.
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Those metrics are constrained to be no larger than pconstraint. Constraints are imposed for each

time interval independently. These constraints may include but are not limited to the following.

(1) Toll rate Pt does not exceed an upper bound pfU for all gantry k.

(2) The network may consist of multiple tolling segments, and travelers traveling through the full

corridor may switch between ML and GPL at the beginning of each tolling segment. If each tolling

segment is of similar length, toll rates on different tolling segments should be similar, which makes

sure that travelers are not surprised by a much higher or lower toll rate when finishing one tolling

segment and continuing to the next segment. Therefore, the difference between toll rates for

different segments may be constrained to be no more than a certain value, for example, 1 dollar.

(3) There may be multiple entry ramps to ML in the middle of a tolling segment. Travelers using

these ramps do not travel through the whole segment and may be charged at a lower toll rate based

on where they enter. Therefore, a gantry on a ramp in the middle of a tolling segment may charge

at a fraction of the full segment toll rate, where the fraction is pre-determined based on the location

of the ramp.

It should be noted that traffic simulations in the DTA system are stochastic, and thus, the flow,

speed, and resulting revenue are also stochastic. In this thesis, stochasticity of the DTA system is

not taken into consideration, so that we formulate the problem with respect to expected flow, speed,

and revenue. In the case study, toll optimization relies on only one simulation realization to

evaluate the objective, and thus, the resulting solution is generally not optimal due to simulation

stochasticity.

3.3 DTA-based Solution Framework

In the case of non-personalized tolling, the pricing system consists of only one module called

system optimization. System optimization relies on a DTA system to provide traffic prediction

under different candidate toll rates, and it is fully integrated with the DTA system. Figure 3.1

illustrates system optimization. The state estimation module performs traffic simulation for the

current time interval (denoted as estimation horizon) and estimates the current demand and supply

parameters. Traffic simulation is performed through interactions of the demand and supply models.

The prediction-based toll optimization module involves iterations of the traffic prediction module
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and the optimization module. In each iteration, the optimization module proposes candidate toll

rates. Based on that, as well as the predicted demand and supply parameters, the traffic prediction

module simulates traffic and evaluates the objective function value for the prediction horizon. This

process iterates until a solution is found. The toll rates are sent to the network for implementation,

and also serve as input for system optimization to be performed in the next rolling period.

Traveler Traffic
* condition

Displayed toll

Toll Pricing System

Route
choice

System
Oetimization

Real-time flow
and speed data

Road

stoll rate from the real-time flow
previous rolling period and speed data

System Historical database
Optimization

State estimation

Demand Supply

Prediction-based toll optimization

Demand Supply

predicted traffic toll rate

Optimization module

Itoll rate

Figure 3.1: Overview of the real-time non-personalized toll pricing system

In the case study of this research, we apply a grid search algorithm that searches all nearby values

of the decision variables, relative to a starting point of last time interval's toll rates. We run the

system starting from a half-hour before our intended simulation starting time so that the first half-

hour is considered a warm-up period and is excluded from result analysis. The initial values of the

decision variables are set empirically, and their impact on simulation results is reduced as a result

of the warm-up.
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We apply DynaMIT for the toll pricing system. DynaMIT (DYnamic Network Assignment for the

Management of Information to Travelers) (Ben-Akiva et al., 2010) is a simulation-based

mesoscopic DTA system developed in the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Lab of

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

The demand model of DynaMIT predicts travelers' route choice using a multinomial path-size

logit model and assigns OD demand to path flows. For each origin and the destination pair,

DynaMIT identifies all possible paths, denoted as choice set CS. As the choice model is not

personalized, the index for individuals is omitted. The probability of choosing path j at time

interval t is given by the following equation:

e vtj+inPSj   (3.2)
ret; = Yrecsevtr+nPSr

where

PSj is the path size variable for path j, which specifies the path's degree of overlapping

with other paths;

vtj is the systematic utility of path j at time interval t;

CS is the choice set.

While a more comprehensive personalized choice model is to be applied for personalized toll

pricing in the next chapter, we specify a simple utility function as follows for non-personalized

toll pricing, and calibrate the parameters offline to match real aggregate choice probabilities that

are calculated from sensor flow data.

toll
time _ tj(3)

vt; = bV(bsD - St meTjTOD TOD

where

b is the scaling parameter, where a smaller value represents higher randomness in choice

decisions;

bfD is the alternative specific constant (ASC) for pathj representing any other factors

affecting travelers' preferences to this path. Its subscript TOD indicates the ASC could be different

at different times of the day;
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timesjm is the expected travel time on pathj at time interval t;

stlu is the toll on path j at time interval t such that st'1  = EkEGantriesj PtD where

Gantries; is the set of all gantries on path j;

bTOD is travelers' value of time, representing the rate of substitution between toll and travel

time. It is assumed to be a random parameter subject to a log-normal distribution so that different

travelers have different values of time. Its subscript TOD indicates the mean and standard

deviations of the log-normal distribution could be different at different times of the day.

As for the supply model, DynaMIT applies a modified Greenshields model to simulate traffic

speed. However, for a road segment or a portion of a road segment where a queue is present,

DynaMIT applies a deterministic queuing model. More details are given in Section 3.4.4.

3.4 Calibration and Prediction Models for the DTA System

Effective toll optimization relies on the DTA system's capability to predict traffic conditions under

candidate toll rates. Prediction accuracy depends on state estimation performances. Offline and

online calibration is essential to ensure an accurate estimation of the current network state.

3.4.1 State Estimation

A state is a vector consisting of demand and supply parameters. State estimation is the real-time

process of incorporating an initial state, historical data, and real-time traffic sensor data to achieve

a more reliable estimation of the current state.

Offline calibration provides a priori values of the parameters which are then calibrated online. We

rely on iterative proportional fitting (IPF) algorithm to obtain a historical time-dependent OD

demand table based on historical sensor flow measurements. We calibrate choice model

parameters empirically so that simulated choice ratios match actual data. For supply parameters,

DynaMIT applies a closed-form model, which is described in the next section, and we estimate

the model parameters with actual sensor data.
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To perform online calibration, the generalized least squares (GLS) method is used to estimate OD

demand from real-time sensor flow measurements. For supply parameters, we propose a heuristic

online calibration method to adjust supply model parameters in real-time, and we find simulation

results match sensor data with satisfactory accuracy in terms of speed measurements, including

when congestion is present.

3.4.2 Prediction Model

Prediction module predicts future traffic based on the current state, taking into consideration any

historical information, traffic control strategies (e.g., future toll rates) to be deployed and travelers'

response to traffic conditions. To predict future demand and supply parameters, we formulate the

parameter prediction model as an autoregressive process (Antoniou et al., 2007):

pred _ ist _=e _ Xist (3.4)

where

xpred is predicted parameter value for the current interval;

xhis the historical parameter value for the current interval;

n is the autoregressive degree;

fi is the autoregressive coefficient for degree i;

xti is estimated parameter value for the i-th interval ahead;

xhi is historical parameter value for the i-th interval ahead.

For OD demand, we estimate n and fi using offline-calibrated time-dependent OD parameters. For

supply, since we do not obtain time-dependent supply parameters offline, the above autoregressive

model is simplified as follows.

xrea _ hist _ f . est _ aist) (3.5)

The coefficientfis empirically determined. We then use the predicted parameters x red as input

to simulate traffic for the prediction horizon (e.g., next 15 minutes) and obtain predicted sensor

measurements.
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3.4.3 Evaluation Metric for Calibration and Prediction

To evaluate the calibration and prediction accuracies, we use a metric called RMSN (Root Mean

Square Normalized error) to quantify the difference between actual and simulated measurements

(Antoniou et al., 2007). RMSN is specified as follows.

RMSN= 1  (yest ytrue)2/ ytrue (3.6)

where

M is the number of measurements;

yfst is the estimated value of the i-th measurement;

yru is the true value of the i-th measurement.

3.4.4 Online Calibration of Supply Model

The optimization module of this study relies heavily on accurate prediction of travelers' choice

between ML and GPL, and travel time (or travel speed) is an important factor for their decisions.

Therefore, it is essential to make sure the state estimation module is able to reveal the supply

parameters accurately, and thus, the simulated travel speed accurately matches actual sensor speed

measurements.

As DynaMIT is a mesoscopic DTA system, in its traffic simulation model, a road segment is

represented with a queuing part (downstream) and a moving part (upstream) (Ben-Akiva et al.,

2010). A queue will form if flow on the segment exceeds Segment Capacity, or queue in the

downstream segment spills out. Traffic speed on the queuing part is subject to a deterministic

queuing model. A moving part exists only if a queuing does not occupy the full segment or does

not exist. Simulated traffic speed on the moving part is determined by a traffic dynamics model

specified as follows.

v =max(vmin,vs)

Vs vmax when k kmin

vs= Vmax - (kkmin) when k > kmin

(jam3(3.7)
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k is the density, v is the speed, v, is an intermediate variable, and the other 6 parameters

(Vmin,max,kmin,kam,a,#), as well as the Segment Capacity, are referred to as supply

parameters. The above traffic dynamics model and the queuing model together are referred to as

the supply model of DynaMIT.

For the 7 supply parameters of each road segment, we estimate their a priori values from speed

and flow measurement data offline. When deploying real-time toll optimization, we adjust a

selection of supply parameters online in reaction to real-time sensor measurements. Figure 3.2

illustrates these operations. Step [b] - [e] constitute the heuristic online calibration method for

supply parameters. Among them, step [c] adjusts the speed-density relationship of the supply

model to match incoming data. Step [d] is triggered only when simulation does not capture a

sudden emergence of congestion, while [e] is triggered when the dissipation of congestion is not

captured in simulation.

Traffic Network

(for each road segment)
sensor flow sensor speed & flow

[a] Online Calibration of OD (GLS) [b] calculate density from speed and flow

sensor speed & density
[c] adjust k. online to shift speed-density

curve to match incoming data

if sudden drop of speed ifsuddendissipation of congestion
not captured by simulator not captured by simulator

[d] temporarily reduce Segment [e] increase V.m to dissipate
Capacity to increase simulated density congestion in simulator

estimated OD stimated supply parameters

DynaMIT State Prediction

Figure 3.2: Calibration of DynaMIT
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3.5 Closed-loop Evaluation Framework

Before the toll pricing system is implemented in the real world, the validity and performance of

the developed models and algorithms need to be tested in a simulation environment. Therefore, a

closed-loop evaluation framework is applied by using a microscopic simulator as a representation

of the actual traffic network.

In this study, we use MITSIM as the testbed. MITSIM is a microscopic traffic simulator developed

in the ITS Lab of MIT (Yang et al., 2000). It incorporates road topography, time-dependent OD

demand, driving behavior (e.g., car following, lane changing) models and route choice models,

simulates individual vehicle's movements and generates simulated sensor measurements.

Route choice is modeled as a path-size logit model, which takes into account the similarities

between paths that are overlapping. Travelers make route choice decisions based on information

on toll rates and travel times. To mimic the real-world, we assume that travelers have access to

real-time traffic information, so they are aware of current toll rates and traffic conditions (i.e.,

travel time) on downstream links.

The optimized toll rates generated by the toll pricing system are implemented in MITSIM.

DynaMIT is provided data from MITSIM sensors rather than a real-world traffic surveillance

system. The closed-loop testing framework requires that the microscopic traffic simulator

represents the real-world accurately, i.e., travelers in MITSIM behave similarly to those in the real-

world, and demand-supply interactions occur in the same way. This is achieved by calibrating

MITSIM towards real data.

The calibration of the microscopic traffic simulator relies on an enhanced weighted-SPSA

algorithm (Zhang, 2017). Demand parameters and selected driving behavior model parameters, as

well as choice model parameters, are calibrated simultaneously to minimize the discrepancies

between simulated and actual sensor measurements.
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3.6 Case Study

The toll pricing system is tested for a real-world ML network with real data from the network and

evaluated in a closed-loop evaluation framework.

3.6.1 Network and Data

The toll pricing system is applied to the North Tarrant Express (NTE) network, a 13-mile corridor

on US Interstate Highway 1-820 and Texas State Highway TX-183. The corridor consists of ML,

which is branded as TEXpress lanes, and GPL (Figure 3.3). The network is equipped with sensors

that provide traffic flow and speed measurements, and toll gantries for non-stop tolling.

The operator of this corridor has provided us with samples of data collected on 9 Fridays in summer

2017, which includes sensor flow and speed measurements, toll rates, and some AVI data.

The tolls are applied to two tolling segments. Segment 1 is highlighted darker in the figure, and

segment 2 has lighter color. Toll gantries are located at the beginning of each tolling segment, and

entry ramps to ML in the middle of the tolling segments. A traveler pays a toll when entering ML.

The toll rate is determined based on the entry point but not the exit point. If the traveler continues

from Segment 2 to Segment 1 on westbound, he/she pays a second toll.

In this case study, we focus on the westbound (WB) of the network. For ease of analysis, the WB

corridor is divided into 9 parts based on locations of entry and exit ramps on ML, as shown in the

figure. Part 1~4 belong to tolling segment 2, and Part 5~9 belong to tolling segment 1.
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3.6.2 Offline Calibration

The AVI data give an insight into the OD pattern, but they only include a fraction of vehicles. The

data are used as seed OD for better offline calibration. We use the IPF algorithm to scale up the

AVI-based OD, according to flow at origin and destination nodes. Flow data are available at most

origin and destination nodes, either obtained from sensors on the corresponding origin and

destination links or calculated from sensor flow on nearby links according to the flow conservation

law. The IPF algorithm converges with no more than 0.1% error in terms of fitting origin or

destination flow.

We assume that different travelers have a different value of time, which is subject to a log-normal

distribution. The choice model is estimated empirically to make sure simulated choice ratios match

actual data. For a successful calibration, we introduce and calibrate a constant term to capture some

network-specific phenomena. We also allow the model parameters to be different in different

periods, which includes morning (5:30-9:00), mid-day (9:00-14:00), afternoon (14:00-18:00) and

evening (18:00-21:00). These periods are determined based on historical toll rates on the network.

We estimate supply parameters offline with Day 1 data. We firstly estimate a set of supply
parameters for each type of road segments (ML, GPL, ramp). Using the results as starting values,
we estimate supply parameters for each road segment. The statistics of estimated supply
parameters are presented in Table 3-1.
Figure 3.4 shows the data points and the estimated supply curve for selected road segments.

Table 3-1: Statistics of offline estimated supply parameters

Segment Vmin Vmax kmin kjam Segment

Type (mph) (mph) (veh/m) (veh/m) a (veh/s)

ML 57 0.005

min GPL 8 54 0.005 0.08 2.4 1 0.56
Ramp 40 0.002
ML 72 0.009 0.09 3 1.11

median GPL 8 65 0.014 0.10 3 1 1.67
Ramp 64 0.007 0.11 2.4 1.00
ML 40 76 0.012 0.16 1.70
GPL 31 69 0.019 0.12 3 1 2.78

max Ramp 8 72 0.011 0.16 2.28
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Figure 3.4: The data points and the estimated supply curve for selected road segments

After the offline calibration process, we obtain a set of parameters for Day 1, and the simulation

results have an error of 19% in RMSN for flow measurements and 15% for speed measurements.
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3.6.3 Online Calibration and Prediction

We calibrate DynaMIT offline to Day 1 data and obtain a set of parameters. Using Day 1

parameters as a priori values, we then calibrate DynaMIT online for the other 8 days.

For each 5-minute time interval, DynaMIT first runs traffic simulation once using predicted

parameters from the last interval, obtains simulated measurements, and then applies demand and

supply calibrations to obtain better estimations of demand and supply parameters. Finally,

DynaMIT simulates traffic with calibrated parameters. The GLS algorithm works well for

calibrating OD demand parameters, and the heuristic is effective in replicating real-world

congestions in the simulator. Results of online calibration are shown in Table 3-2 as "OC

demand&supply". The "No OC" case is a base case where historical OD and supply parameters

are used in the simulation. The "OC demand only" case has OD calibrated by the GLS algorithm,

but historical supply parameters are used in the simulation. At the bottom of the table are average

RMSN among the 8 days, as well as standard deviation (SD) of the RMSN among the 8 days. The

SD indicated that online calibration performs differently among the tests we performed. Such

difference results from the difference in demand and supply conditions among the 8 days, as well

as simulation stochasticity among the 8 tests.

We take Day 1 offline calibration results as a baseline. Simulations of other days have a much

larger error for flow if online calibration is not performed because those days have different

demand from Day 1. Error for speed is about the same because supply parameters are static in

these cases and are similar in different days. The online calibration of demand significantly

improves flow accuracy. The addition of supply calibration then improves speed accuracy due to

its capability to adjust supply parameters dynamically. In all cases, prediction RMSNs are slightly

larger than estimation, which is as expected and acceptable, because the prediction model

incorporated additional errors while the autoregressive model is used to predict future demand and

supply parameters.

Note that, the results presented above are based on a single test for each of the 3 scenarios on each

of the 9 days. As traffic simulation by the DTA system involves stochasticity, the RMSN shown

in the table may be different based on different realizations of the DTA simulation.
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Table 3-2: Calibration and prediction accuracies

Estimation Prediction (0~1 5min later)

RMSN(%) (0~5min ahead) 0~5min later 5-10minlater 10~15minlater

Flow Speed Flow Speed Flow Speed Flow Speed

Day 1 Offline calibration results 19 15

No OC 22 16 22 15 22 15 22 15

Day 2 OC demand only 12 16 16 15 19 15 19 15

OC demand&supply 12 13 17 11 19 12 22 12

No OC 23 12 23 14 23 14 22 14

Day 3 OC demand only 12 12 16 14 18 14 19 14

OC demand&supply 12 10 16 10 19 11 21 11

No OC 23 13 23 15 23 15 23 15

Day 4 OC demand only 12 13 16 15 18 15 19 15

OC demand&supply 13 11 17 11 19 12 22 12

No OC 38 22 38 23 38 24 38 23

Day 5 OC demand only 16 23 23 24 25 24 26 24

OC demand&supply 18 19 24 17 26 18 29 18

No OC 33 17 33 14 33 14 33 14

Day 6 OC demand only 13 17 19 14 22 14 23 14

OC demand&supply 15 15 21 10 23 11 25 12

No OC 23 14 23 14 23 14 23 14

Day 7 OC demand only 12 14 16 14 18 14 19 14

OC demand&supply 12 12 16 10 19 10 22 11

No OC 23 12 24 13 24 13 24 13

Day 8 OC demand only 14 12 18 13 20 13 21 13

OC demand&supply 14 10 19 10 21 10 23 10

No OC 22 12 22 13 23 13 23 13

Day 9 OC demand only 11 12 16 13 18 13 19 13

OC demand&supply 14 9 19 9 21 10 22 10

No OC 25.9 14.8 26.0 15.1 26.1 15.3 26.0 15.1

Average _ _ _ _ ±6.1 ±3.5 ±6.0 ±3.3 ±6.0 ±3.6 ±6.0 ±3.3
a ge 12.8 14.9 17.5 15.3 19.8 15.3 20.6 15.3

andSD OCdemandonly ±1.6 ±3.8 ±2.5 ±3.6 ±2.5 ±3.6 ±2.6 ±3.6
(Day2-9) O13.8 12.4 18.6 11.0 20.9 11.8 23.3 12.0

OCdemand&supply ±2.1 ±3.3 ±2.8 ±2.5 ±2.5 ±2.7 ±2.6 ±2.6
Average OC demand only 13.1 -0.1 8.5 -0.1 6.4 0.0 5.4 -0.1

improvement over No OC ±4.9 ±0.4 ±3.7 ±0.4 ±3.6 ±0.0 ±3.5 ±0.4

and SD OC demand&supply 12.1 2.4 7.4 4.1 5.3 3.5 2.8 3.1
(Day 2~9) over No OC ±4.4 ±0.5 ±3.7 ±0.8 ±3.7 ±1.1 ±3.6 ±0.8
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We present more detailed results for Day 6. Figure 3.5 shows the simulated flow and speed after

the online calibration of demand and supply, compared with true measurements. Figure 3.6 shows

the predicted flow and speed for the next 5 minutes based on OD and supply parameters obtained

from online calibration. Each small plot shows average flow or speed on one of the nine parts of

the GPL. We can see the proposed online calibration methods are successful in replicating flow

and speed fluctuations in each part of the westbound GPL, despite in some cases simulated

congestions are still not as severe as actual measurements. ML has overall less congestion, and

their plots are omitted.

These results demonstrate that we are capable of understanding and predicting traffic conditions

when congestions are present, the predictions used for toll optimization in the DTA system are

accurate, and thus evaluation of the objective function is accurate. Therefore, the system is able to

obtain informed decisions on toll rates.
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Figure 3.5: Calibration results on Day 6
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3.6.4 Toll Optimization

We evaluate the toll optimization framework in closed-loop for Day 6. We firstly calibrate

MITSIM towards sensor measurements of Day 6. RMSN of the calibration result is 19% for flow

and 17% for speed. We then apply the toll optimization framework and implement the optimized

toll rates in MITSIM. We compare these toll rates with a base toll, which is obtained with the same

toll pricing system, except that online calibration is not enabled. In such a situation, DynaMIT is

fed with parameters that have been calibrated offline towards historical (Day 1) data, and the base

toll rates represent a toll profile that is optimized for historical demand and traffic conditions but

no adaptive to real-time data. Comparing the optimized toll with this base toll highlights the added

benefit of online calibration in the prediction-based dynamic tolling.

There are 5 gantries on the westbound of the network. The toll optimization model generates toll

rates for the 2 gantries located at the beginning of each tolling segment. The toll rate at each of the

other 3 gantries is a pre-determined fraction of the gantry at the beginning of the corresponding

tolling segment. Per tolling regulations, the toll rates may change dynamically every 5 minutes,

and the amount of change is restricted to no more than $0.5. Toll rates on tolling segments 1 and

2 are subject to an upper bound of $5.3 and $5.7, respectively. Besides, we impose a constraint

that toll rates on the two tolling segments cannot be different by more than $1, which is for practical

considerations and is consistent with historical toll rate data from the network. For this study, we

use a search algorithm that searches 3 toll values for each tolling segment, i.e., reduce by $0.2,

keep the same, or increase by $0.2. The algorithm then evaluates the objective function by

predicting toll revenue in the next 15 minutes.

Figure 3.7 shows the optimized toll rates for the full corridor compared to the base toll and per-5-

minute revenue under these two toll profiles. Note that the revenues shown are calculated from

simulation results by MITSIM, our testbed for evaluating the toll optimization framework. Figure

3.8 and Figure 3.9 show flow on ML and speed on GPL, comparing our simulation results under

optimized toll rates and base toll rates.

Our optimization results suggest, in general, higher toll rates compared to the base toll except

during PM peak when they both reach the upper bound, because online calibration successfully
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captures most congestions, and travelers' route choice model in our system shows room for toll

increase under congestion. According to our simulation of the 5:30-21:00 period in the closed-

loop framework, revenue is 8.1% higher under optimized toll rates. Under the optimized toll, flow

on ML is generally lower since toll rates are higher than the base toll, and thus flow on GPL gets

higher and speed on GPL gets lower. However, on tolling segment 2 (Part 1-4) GPL becomes so

congested after 17:00 that optimized toll rates maintain at high levels even after the PM peak

period. Meanwhile, there is still a higher flow on ML at Part 1, which leads to much higher revenue

during that period. Note that our framework is not addressing congestions on GPL. Based on our

evaluation in the closed-loop framework, the above results demonstrate that the dynamic toll

pricing framework with online calibration is promising in improving revenue while making GPL

more congested.

Flow on GPL is not shown because it is complimentary to flow on ML. Speed on ML is not shown

because ML is generally not congested. With optimized toll rates, speed on ML is maintained at a

high level. Since we use different model parameter values in 4 periods of the day, there may be

sudden changes in simulated flow between periods.

12 Comparison of toll rates Comparison of revenue

2000
10

8 1500

-

0 4.

500-

base toll -- revenue under base toll
- optimized toll -- revenue under optimized toll

01 0
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

time (hour) time (hour)

Figure 3.7: Comparison between optimized and base toll and corresponding revenue
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3.6.5 Toll Optimization under Multiple Scenarios

We further evaluate toll optimization under some experimental scenarios, which represent

different regulatory, demand, or supply conditions (Table 3-3).

Table 3-3: Experimental scenarios

Test ID Supply and
demand condition Tollingstrategy

[lA] [A] Use the base toll
[1B] [1] Base condition (Same as Day 6) [B] Optimize toll
[IC] [C] Optimize toll without upper bound
[2A] [2] Lower demand [A] Use the base toll
[2B] (Demand is 20% lower) [B] Optimize toll
[3A] [3] Worse supply (In micro-simulator, [A] Use the base toll
[3B] vehicle deceleration rate is 50% lower) [B] Optimize toll

Condition [3] represents a day when road conditions are adverse so that drivers' braking behavior

is more conservative. This is simulated by setting vehicle deceleration rates to 50% lower.

Optimized toll rates under the 3 supply/demand conditions are presented in
Figure 3.10 in comparison to the base toll. Revenue in each test is evaluated in MITSIM and

compared to the revenue under the same condition but applying different tolls. These experiments

are performed for 5:30-18:00, a shorter period than the previous section. Note that the comparison

between [lA] and [IB] has been presented in the previous section, for a longer simulation period.

Table 3-4 shows the aggregate metrics that evaluate each test.

Table 3-4: Revenue improvement compared to the base toll under experimental scenarios

Test Tolling strategy Revenue ML market Average toll cost Average travel time
ID (x$1000) Share(%) Per ML trip ($) per trip (min)

Base condition
[lA Base toll 133 14.6 4.18 7.17
[B] Optimized toll 138 12.8 5.04 7.42
[1C] Optimized, no UB 146 10.5 6.77 10.54

Lowerdemand
[2A] Base toll 105 13.4 4.39 5.63
[2B] Optimized toll 109 12.4 4.92 5.70

Worse suppl
[3A Base toll 131 14.5 4.35 10.65
[3B] Optimized toll 144 13.2 5.59 13.78
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Figure 3.10: Toll rates in different scenarios
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When upper bound on toll is not in effect, toll rates during AM and PM peak periods would

increase to as high as twice the original upper bound, generating a revenue gain of 9.6% during

the simulation period of 5:30-18:00, which is higher than 3.6%, the case where there is an upper

bound. This indicates that there is still room for raising the toll rates above upper bound, based on

travelers' elasticity to toll as implied by our route choice model. Nevertheless, the rate of increase

reduces as the toll gets higher since the response of travelers to a higher toll is eventually effective,

and the supply-demand interaction is working properly under the proposed framework. However,

further increasing the toll rate makes ML more exclusive to those travelers who pay a much higher

toll on average. As more travelers are pushed to GPL, average trip travel time increases.

When demand is 20% lower, optimized toll rates become lower than the base scenario due to less

congestion on GPL but are still higher than the base toll during mid-day. Since mid-day is not

congested, reducing demand does not affect optimized toll rates. Toll revenue would be lower than

the base condition because of fewer trips, but applying toll optimization with online calibration

still increases revenue by 3.5% compared to applying the base toll rates that are not adjusted

dynamically. Travel times under the two scenarios are almost the same, as there is almost no

congestion.

Condition [3] simulates travelers driving more conservatively, potentially because of bad weather.

Due to slower deceleration rate, the headway between vehicles has to increase, thus the overall

capacity of the freeway decreases. Due to more congestions, our toll optimization algorithm

chooses to maintain much higher toll rates than [IB], while flow on ML is even higher than [IB]

due to the congestion, thus generates a revenue gain of 9.8% comparing to base toll rates. Under

more massive congestion, travelers choose ML even when toll rates are much higher, due to more

substantial savings in travel time, and our proposed toll optimization framework benefits from

online calibration to estimate and predict congestions.

The above tests in the simulation environment demonstrate the critical role of online calibration in

the prediction-based dynamic toll pricing framework. When online calibration is enabled, and the

system can replicate and predict traffic conditions with satisfactory accuracy, decisions on toll

rates made by the DTA-based optimization is better than the case when no online calibration is
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available, in terms of revenue maximization. The added benefit of online calibration is especially

substantial when there is significant congestion on the network and is less evident when no

congestion is present, which confirms that online calibration of supply parameters in an effort to

match estimated and actual traffic speed is key to the success of the prediction-base toll pricing.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter presents the calibration and optimization methodologies for a real-time toll pricing

system. This system is integrated with a DTA system to optimize toll rates by evaluating toll

revenues under predicted traffic conditions. Thus, online calibration is essential to ensure the DTA

system accurately understands and predicts traffic conditions. We propose a heuristic online

calibration algorithm to dynamically adjust supply parameters in the DTA system in response to

real-time surveillance data. This algorithm is tested with real sensor data from a corridor consisting

of ML and GPL, and the calibration accuracy is impressive, even when significant congestion is

present. With online calibration enabled, we test the toll optimization in a closed-loop evaluation

framework. A microscopic simulator is calibrated offline towards real data and integrated into the

closed-loop evaluation framework as a representation of the real network. The DTA-based toll

pricing system generates optimized toll rates, which are implemented in the microscopic simulator

instead of in the real network.

The closed-loop evaluation is performed under 3 demand and supply conditions, including a base

condition and 2 experimental conditions. Under the base condition, we also tested toll optimization

without an upper bound on the toll rate. In each scenario, optimized toll rates are higher than the

base toll rate, which is consistent with our prior belief, and higher revenue is obtained when

optimized toll rates are implemented in the microscopic simulator, compared to the base toll rates

generated in a system without online calibration. We also observe that the system is maintained to

be real-time, i.e., the optimized toll is always obtained in less than 5 minutes.

We further discuss the results and implications from the regulators' perspective. Regulators usually

represent the public interest and have the objective of maximizing social welfare. They negotiate

with the ML operator to come up with mutually agreed tolling regulations before the operator
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decides to invest in the ML project. Assume the ML operator applies the toll pricing system we

develop, in each of the above scenarios, the optimized toll is generally higher than the base toll,

which benefits the ML operator with higher revenue, while potentially benefit some ML users as

the traffic on ML becomes lighter. However, some travelers would be pushed to the GPL due to

the higher toll, while GPL users suffer from more traffic on the GPL. As the ML is generally not

congested while the GPL is congested at some locations and times, reducing ML market shares

makes GPL more congested while the benefit to ML users is limited. This makes the average travel

time longer for all travelers, and therefore, the toll rate optimized for revenue maximization does

not represent a socially optimal solution based on our simulation. If the toll rate is lower than the

optimized toll, average travel time reduces. Therefore, the regulator has the potential to improve

travel time (or other social welfare measurements) by altering the ML operator's tolling strategies,

for example, providing a subsidy for ML usage or imposing a penalty for GPL congestion, in order

to incentivize the operator to charge a lower toll than the optimized toll that maximizes revenue.

Future research may look into the optimal regulations that maximize social welfare, given that the

ML operator maximizes toll revenue under regulations. Note that, the optimized toll presented in

this thesis does not reflect what the operator charges in the real world. Our recommendations to

regulators are based on our simulation where the operator charges a revenue-maximizing toll while

a lower toll would reduce overall travel time. Optimal strategies for the regulator may be different

in other scenarios.

This research is conducted in a simulation environment where stochasticity is present. The results

we present are based on a single test of the system for each scenario, and thus may be different in

different replications due to the stochasticity in the microscopic simulator we apply to evaluate toll

optimization. The revenue improvement we present may be different based on different

realizations of the microscopic traffic simulation.

Due to stochasticity in traffic predictions by the DTA system, optimized toll rates are in general

not the actual optimal values and may be different in different realizations. In addition, The current

algorithm to solve the optimization problem is a grid search algorithm that in general does not find

the actual optimal solution. A wider search range or a finer grid may improve the optimized

revenue. Future research may improve the optimization solution algorithm without sacrificing
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computational efficiency so that the revenue under optimized toll rates could be even higher.

Robust toll optimization algorithms could be another future direction to account for the situation

that the DTA system may not have perfect knowledge of travelers' choice behaviors and future

network conditions.

The system relies on a discrete choice model to predict travelers' route choice under different

traffic conditions and toll rates, and parameters in that model are known to the DTA system

optimizing the toll. The results, in general, show that the optimized toll rate would be higher when

overall demand is higher traffic congestions are more severe. We also expect the optimized toll to

be highly correlated with the choice model parameters. Specifically, optimized toll rates would be

higher if travelers are insensitive to toll. The results presented in the chapter are based on the choice

model parameters we calibrated from flow and speed data for the travelers who utilize the corridor.

Recent research by Burris and Brady (2018) suggests travelers' route choice behaviors may be

more complicated than a discrete choice model that only depends on travel time and monetary cost.

The next chapter develops a more comprehensive and personalized model for travelers' decisions

to use managed lanes and apply the personalized choice model in toll optimization.

Contributions in this chapter include design, implementation, and testing of a heuristic online

calibration method for supply parameters with the complexity of 0(n), where n represents the

number of road segments in the network. Note that the algorithm is parallelizable, and it works

simultaneously with the existing GLS OD calibration algorithm. Secondly, we implement the

enhanced dynamic toll pricing framework and test it under multiple scenarios in a closed-loop

testing framework. These tests show added benefit to toll optimization due to online calibration.
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Chapter 4 Real-time Personalized Toll Optimization

This chapter presents the mathematical formulation of the real-time personalized toll optimization

problem, and the DTA-based solution framework applied to solve the toll optimization problem.

We then discuss the personalized choice model that is necessary for personalized toll optimization.

Lastly, we present a case study with the optimization results.

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter has discussed a toll pricing system where non-personalized toll rates are

optimized on rolling horizons, and travelers passing through the same gantry in the same time

interval are charged the same. The case study has demonstrated the importance of adjusting toll

rates based on real-time traffic conditions. As discussed in Section 1.1.4, in addition to adaptive

pricing, personalized pricing has the potential to boost revenue further if travelers are

heterogeneous. However, completely personalized toll pricing may be unrealistic due to equity

and public acceptance concerns. In addition, as two-way communication is expected to be

available for only a fraction of travelers, the displayed toll rates are always necessary to

accommodate travelers who do not have two-way communication with the system. Therefore,

personalized discounting is more realistic than personalized pricing for practical considerations.

While displayed toll rates are controlled dynamically, at the same time discounts are offered to

eligible travelers.

With the availability of personalized trip data collected from AVI sensors, it is possible to develop

a personalized choice model that captures the heterogeneity among travelers. Based on individuals'

preferences to ML and sensitivities to toll and traffic, it is then possible to apply real-time

personalized toll discounts with the infrastructure that enables two-way communication between

eligible travelers and the system.
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In Section 4.2, we firstly set aside any practical considerations discussed above and assume that

personalized pricing is possible. In this way, each traveler may be priced differently, so that

displayed toll rates are not needed, all travelers are considered an eligible traveler who is eligible

for a personalized toll rate, and every traveler needs to send a signal before arrival to inquire his/her

personalized toll rate. We derive optimization formulations under this hypothetical scheme. Then

we bring back practical considerations and reformulate the optimization model to reflect the

existence of displayed toll rates and derive the optimization formulation to accommodate

personalized discounting for eligible travelers.

Then based on the toll pricing system developed for non-personalized tolling, in Section 4.3, we

enhance the estimation and prediction modules of the DTA system by adding a personalized

discount model and applying a personalized choice model. With these extensions to the system

optimization module and a new personalized discount module that calculated individual traveler's

discount when receiving a signal, the new toll pricing system can generate personalized discounts

in addition to displayed toll rates.

In Section 4.4, we present details of the personalized choice model, which is developed based on

personalized trip data. In the case study, the estimation results of the personalized choice model

are presented, and the personalized toll pricing system is evaluated.

4.2 Optimization Formulation

In this section, we start with a naive optimization formulation based on a simple ML network that

consists of only one tolling segment and does not have intermediate ramps, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Then we incorporate practical considerations by adding restrictions to the optimization problem in

multiple steps and finally obtain a personalized toll optimization formulation that is ready to be

solved by the real-time personalized toll pricing system which will then be presented in the next

section.

With modest extensions, this optimization formulation is adapted to an ML network with multiple

tolling segments and intermediate ramps.
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4.2.1 Naive Formulation of Personalized Pricing

To maximize revenue through personalized pricing, it is straightforward to produce the following

optimization formulation.
n

maxz = piri

s.t.

rr = dta(p, D, H, B)

(4.1)

where

pi is the personalized toll price for individual i;

rTw is individual i's probability for choosing ML;

n is the number of individuals expected to make a choice in the prediction horizon;

D, H, B are OD, supply, and behavior parameters applied by the DTA system to perform

traffic predictions.

The formulation is a direct extension to the non-personalized toll optimization formulation in the

previous chapter, without incorporating any practical constraints. Instead of optimizing displayed

toll rates in different time intervals, we optimize a vector of personalized toll rates p, where pi

stands for individual i's personalized toll rate. Objective z is given by summing up expected

revenue from all travelers making choices in the prediction horizon, where n is the number of

travelers. ri is individual i's probability of choosing ML, which is given by the prediction module

of the DTA system denoted as dta(-). Dt and Ht represent predicted OD demand and supply

model parameters during the t-th time interval of the prediction horizon. Bi represents individual

i's overall preference to ML and sensitivities to toll and traffic condition metrics, which are given

by the personalized choice model. The above three parameters, in addition to the personalized toll

rates p, serves as input to the traffic simulation model applied in the prediction phase.

The traffic simulation model can be further decomposed as a demand model (choice model)

generating route choice probabilities, and a supply model generating traffic condition metrics. The

two models interact with each other. Therefore, the naive optimization simulation can be re-written

as follows.
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n

max, z = piTn

s.t.

ng = choice(pi, St(i), Bi)

S = supply(ir, D, H)

(4.2)

where

St(i) represents the traffic condition metrics in interval t during which individual i makes

the choice, which are given by the supply model as a function of travelers' choice probabilities w

and the OD and supply parameters D and H.

Individual i's probability of choosing ML (7n) is given by a choice model as a function of that

individual's personalized toll rate pi, the traffic condition metrics at the time interval when

individual i makes the choice St(), and individual i's overall preference to ML and sensitivities to

traffic Bi. Details of the choice model are given in Section 4.4.

4.2.2 Two-level Formulation of Personalized Pricing

While the above naive formulation is simple and easy to interpret, it is unrealistic for real-world

applications. Firstly, the decision variable is n-dimensional, where n is the number of travelers

during the prediction horizon. As we are using a simulation-based DTA system to predict traffic

conditions, traffic simulation needs to be performed whenever the objective function needs to be

evaluated. As the dimension of the decision variable is large, the number of times that the objective

needs to be evaluated would be huge. Considering the computational time required to perform

traffic simulation, a simulation-based optimization problem with an n -dimensional decision

variable is not practical to be solved in real time. Secondly, as discussed in Chapter 1, the

optimization problem is to be solved with a proactive toll pricing system that runs in rolling

horizons. As the system operates at each rolling time period and takes time to solve simulation-

based optimization, a traveler is unable to receive his/her personalized price immediately after

sending a signal. After sending a signal, the traveler needs to wait for the system's next operation

and wait until the system finishes optimization before obtaining his/her personalized price.

Therefore, with the nave formulation, the system is unable to present a personalized toll rate to a
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traveler immediately after receiving his/her signal, and in case the signal is not received well in

advance before a traveler arrives, a toll rate would not be available when the traveler needs to make

a choice. These two issues make the naive optimization formulation impossible to be implemented

based on the infrastructure system we propose. To resolve these issues, we apply a two-level

framework that consists of a personalized pricing module and a system optimization module,

introduced in Section 1.2.2.

The personalized pricing module runs in real time and generates a personalized toll rate

immediately after receiving a signal. This module does not involve simulation and the personalized

toll rate is obtained analytically, which ensures its real-time performance so that an eligible traveler

can receive a personalized price immediately after sending a signal. Personalized pricing depends

on not only traffic conditions and individual preferences, but also a control parameter that is

optimized at the system level. The system-level optimization is solved based on simulations.

Personalized pricing module:

pi = price(x*(i),S*(j),B) (4.3)

System optimization module:

maxx Z = pin

s.t.

pi= price(xt(j),St(i),B)

7i= choice(pi, St(), B)

S = supply(7r, D, H)

(4.4)

where

Xt(i) is referred to as the control parameter for time interval t(i), which are arguments to

the personalized pricing function and controls how personalized prices are generated;

xt(i) is the control parameter's optimized value for time interval t(i) found by system

optimization;

t(i) represents the time interval when individual i arrives at the network and makes a

choice between ML and GPL.
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The personalized toll rate pi is generated with a personalized pricing function, conditional on the

control parameter for time interval t(i) that is optimized in the system level, denoted as x*, as

well as the predicted traffic conditions St*j and personalized preferences and sensitivities Bi. The

personalized pricing function is formulated based on a personalized pricing policy we propose,

and the next section is devoted to the policy.

The control parameter controls the overall price level based on overall traffic conditions and is not

personalized. The system optimization module finds the control parameters for each time interval

that maximize overall expected revenue, where revenue is evaluated by the traffic prediction

module of the DTA system. As the DTA system runs in rolling horizons, the system optimization

module also runs in rolling horizons. System optimization is formulated as Equation 4.4. In the

DTA demand model denoted as choice(-), the personalized price pi is given by the same

personalized pricing function as in the personalized pricing module. However, as we allow eligible

travelers to send the signal right before arrival, the pricing system does not have full knowledge

on which travelers are traveling during the prediction horizon. Therefore, system optimization is

based on predictions of travelers who are arriving and making choices during the prediction

horizon. Therefore, in system optimization, the personalized pricing function is applied to

predicted travelers, whereas the personalized pricing module applies personalized pricing function

to actual travelers upon receiving a signal.

Compared to the naive formulation, the two-level formulation significantly reduces the dimension

of the decision variable from n to m, where n is the number of travelers while m is the number of

time intervals in the prediction horizon. It also resolves the second issue of the naive formulation,

as the personalized price can be calculated immediately by the personalized pricing module

whenever a signal is received, whereas with the nave formulation personalized prices are

optimized in each rolling period, and an eligible traveler is unable to receive a personalized price

immediately after sending a signal. However, the two-level formulation imposes restrictions

compared to the naive formulation, as each individual is prices based on the same personalized

pricing function with the same control parameter for each time interval, and thus the two-level

formulation theoretically may not find the optimal vector of personalized toll rates while the naive

formulation can.
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4.2.3 Personalized Pricing Policy

In this section, we derive a personalized pricing policy that is consistent with the system-level

objective of maximizing expected revenue in the near future (i.e., the prediction horizon). We

apply a first-degree price discrimination approach, as this is most effective in maximizing revenue.

Firstly, we derive pf that maximizes expected revenue from individual i given traffic conditions,

without taking into consideration the impact of individual i's choice to traffic conditions. we refer

to P9 as the personal optimal price. As we apply a random utility choice model, the personal

optimal price is given by the following equation.

p = argmaxp p -choice(p,Stu), Bi) (4.5)

Equivalently,

choice(p9,St(i),Bi)
pf + = 0 (4.6)achoice(PSt(i),Bi)

where

pf is the personalized price that maximizes expected revenue from individual i.

Note that, individual i's price elasticity of choice probability equals -l when the price is at p.

However, while charging individual i at pi maximizes revenue from this particular individual, if

we charge every individual at their personal optimal price, overall revenue is not maximized, as

demand-supply interactions are not taken into consideration.

Individual i's decision to choose ML rather than GPL affects expected traffic conditions on both

ML and GPL for later users. GPL traffic gets slightly better while ML traffic gets slightly worse

if individual i switches from GPL to ML. Such an impact on traffic reduces other travelers' WTP

for ML, and thus expected revenue from those travelers is reduced. Note that, WTP represents the

portion of ML utility except for price, or the net benefit of ML over GPL without consideration of

price.

As individual i's switching from GPL to ML reduces expected revenue from later travelers, we

denote the amount of such revenue loss as Xc . From the ML operator's point of view, Xc is

an opportunity cost if individual i takes ML. It also represents the value of a marginal unit of
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capacity on ML. Maximizing revenue independently for each traveler by charging pi would be

short-sighted as there is an opportunity cost for providing ML to a traveler.

By taking into consideration the opportunity cost, the optimal price for individual i is then given

by the following equation.

pf = argmaxp (p - Xft(i)) - choice(p, St(i), Bi) (4.7)

Equivalently,

choice(pf,St(i),Bi) =X (4.8)P1 + choice(p,St().Bi) i ti)

where

Pc is the personalized price that maximizes expected revenue minus cost from individual

i;

Xit(i) is the opportunity cost of providing ML to individual i during time interval t(i).

The opportunity cost for each individual is unknown, and due to the complexity of traffic dynamics,

it is difficult to be obtained analytically. However, we are aware that overall revenue is maximized,

only if we price each traveler based on a correct estimate of the opportunity cost. Therefore, we

formulate an optimization model to find the best estimate of opportunity cost by maximizing

revenue. We solve the optimization with a DTA-based solution framework where we apply the

DTA system to evaluate the objective under candidate decision variable values.
n

maxxc Z= ping

s.t.

choice(p, St(i),Bi) -c

pi =p such that p + I= X
choice(p, St(i), Bg)

ap PC

Wi = choice(pi,St(i),Bi)

S = supply(ir, D, H)

(4.9)
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However, as discussed previously, the simulation-based optimization problem with an n -

dimensional decision variable XC is not computationally practical for real-time applications. We

attempt to reduce the dimension by assuming that the opportunity cost is homogeneous among

individuals but different at different time intervals.

Opportunity cost Xct )depends on the product of two factors: (A) how individual i's presence on

ML and absence from GPL affects traffic conditions on ML and GPL, and (B) how ML and GPL

traffic conditions affect expected revenue from later travelers. Factor B is independent of any

characteristics of individual i, thus homogeneous among travelers. However, it depends on the OD

demand and traffic conditions at each interval, and thus, it is different at different time intervals.

Factor A mainly depends on the vehicle size and driving behavior of individual i. A larger vehicle

has a more significant impact on traffic. Drivers who follow the traffic flow, in general, have less

impact on the traffic than those who switch lanes and change speed frequently. As this study only

involves personalized pricing for passenger cars, the heterogeneity in vehicle size is minimal.

Besides, the mesoscopic DTA system applied in this study to solve the optimization problem relies

on a traffic dynamics model and a queuing model for traffic simulation, and thus any heterogeneity

in driving behavior is not captured in the DTA-based solution framework, as well as any

heterogeneity in vehicle size as long as all vehicles are modeled as passenger cars. Therefore, we

assume that each traveler has the same impact on traffic, and thus, Factor A is homogeneous among

individuals. While this assumption may seem strong in reality, it is an inherent assumption that is

already in effect in the DTA system. Therefore, imposing this assumption in the optimization

formulation theoretically does not affect the solution. For other research that involves different

types of vehicles, type-specific opportunity cost may be specified.

The opportunity cost depends on Factor A and B, and we have assumed Factor A to be

homogeneous among individuals. Since Factor B is also homogeneous but time-dependent, the

opportunity cost is then assumed homogeneous among individuals but different for each time

interval, so that it is x4

x = Xt V i such that t(i) = i (4.10)
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With the above assumption, the following optimization formulation is derived, which is consistent

with the two-level model structure proposed in the previous section.

Personalized pricing module:

pi = pricec(x*, St(), Bi) (4.11)

where

i is the index for the actual travelers sending a signal to the system;

t(i) is the time interval when individual i makes the choice;

pi is the personalized price for individual i;

xt(i)* is the optimized estimate of the opportunity cost in interval t(i), which serves as the

control parameter;

St(0 is the traffic condition metrics in interval t(i);

B, is individual i's preference to ML and sensitivities to toll and traffic;

pricec(-) is the personalized pricing function formulated with the opportunity-cost-based

Personalized pricing policy:

pricec (x(i), St(0),Bi) = pC such that

choice(p ,St(i),Bj ) C
PI choice (pSt(i),Bg)I() (4.2

ap

System optimization module:
n

maxXc z= pi
i=1

s.t.

pi = priceC(x&)f,St(),B)

ri = choice(pi, St(), B)

S = supply(ir, D, H)

(4.13)

where

i is the index for the travelers that the system predicts will use the network during the

prediction horizon;
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n is the number of travelers predicted to use the network during the prediction horizon;

xc is the vector of opportunity cost estimates for each interval within the prediction horizon,

which serves as the control parameters for personalized toll pricing;

z is the objective, i.e., the expected revenue during the prediction horizon;

pi is individual i's personalized toll rate;

rci is individual i's probability of choosing ML.

The real-time personalized toll optimization problem we propose is formulated above. This

formulation is valid for a simple ML network and when practical considerations are not

incorporated. In this formulation, we apply a two-level decision process, where the personalized

toll pricing module provides a personalized toll rate based on toll pricing policy, while the system

optimization module optimizes a parameter for personalized toll pricing.

In this section, we propose an opportunity-cost-based pricing policy, where each individual is

priced by maximizing expected revenue from that individual while taking opportunity cost into

consideration. The estimate of opportunity cost is the control parameter that is optimized by system

optimization. If the assumption that each traveler has the same impact on traffic is true, then the

above optimization formulation is most effective in maximizing revenue, and theoretically

generates the highest possible expected revenue. If the assumption does not hold, then the

restriction that each individual is priced based on the same estimate of opportunity cost would

reduce expected revenue compared to another formulation and solution framework that can capture

the heterogeneity in an individual's impact on traffic. The next section introduces restrictions to

the optimization problem in order to account for practical concerns so that the methodology is

realistic to be applied in a real-world ML network with an infrastructure system available as we

have proposed.
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4.2.4 Formulation of Personalized Discounting

As discussed previously, personalized pricing where each individual gets a different price may be

considered immoral and lack of public acceptance, and thus not realistic for real-world applications.

In addition, the previous formulation requires all travelers to be able to make two-way

communications with the system, which is also impossible. Therefore, instead of charging each

traveler at a different price, we optimize a displayed toll rate and offer personalized discounts to

eligible travelers. To do so, we impose restrictions on the optimization problem such that for each

time interval, (1) price for ineligible travelers are the same, and (2) personalized prices for eligible

travelers do not exceed the price for ineligible travelers. We also rephrase personalized pricing as

personalized discounting. Besides, penalty terms for ML flow or speed exceeding regulatory

requirements are added to system optimization, as well as an upper bound on displayed toll rate.

Then the new formulation is obtained as below.

Personalized discount module:

=discountc(X(*),P ), St(i), Bi, a) (4.14)

where

ri is the discount ratio for individual i upon receiving the signal from individual i;

P is the optimized displayed toll rate at interval t(i) generated by system optimization;

ai is a dummy variable indicating if individual i is eligible for a discount, which always

equals 1 in the personalized discount module, but may be 0 in system optimization;

discountc(-) is the personalized discount function formulated with the opportunity-cost-

based personalized discount policy:

discountc (xf C), P D), St(, Bi, a) = ri such that

if a = 0, r1 = 1 (4.15)

C

if a = 1, ri = min(1, -) such that (4.16)
~t(i)

choice(p ,St(i),Bj __ C
choicepSt(i),B 

)
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System optimization module:
n

max cpD z = POT

s.t.

pi =P x discountC (xc), pt), St(), Bj, ai)

rci = choice(pi, St(), B)

(S, Q, V) = supply(rr, D, H)

LPtD pconstraint Vt

Qtk qus Vt vk

Vtk LB Vt Vk

(4.18)

The above optimization problem is to be solved in the DTA-based solution framework.

4.2.5 Alternative Personalized Discount Policies

The two-level decision process is flexible to accommodate alternative personalized discount

policies, where the opportunity-cost-based personalized discount policy is one example. A

discount policy may incorporate different considerations, for example, equity concerns. It may

also be designed to accommodate third-degree price discrimination, where the discount rate is

based on a group that the traveler belongs to. The interpretability of the discount policy is also

important.

We propose an alternative policy called a reduced discount policy. With this policy, the

personalized discount module first obtains the optimal personal price pi, calculate the amount of

toll discount based on this price, and reduce the discount by a discount reduction factor XR 0. For

example, if pf = $6 and displayed price Pt% )= $10, the full discount is $4 or 40%. If discount

reduction factor x = 25%, discount will be reduced to $3 or 30%, and thus the discount ratio

is 1 - 30% = 70%. Toll optimization with the reduced discount policy is formulated below.
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Personalized discount module:

ri = discount R(XR4) ,St(), Bg, ai)

where

xt()* is the discount reduction factor that serves as a control parameter;

discountR(.) is the personalized discount function formulated with the reduced discount

policy:

discountR (xRPDSt(, Bi, at) = ri such that

where

if ai = 0 orpf > PD ),r1 = 1

if ai = 1 and pi < P -,r = 1 - (1 -x )(1

+ choice(p9,St(i),Bi) = 0
choice(pSt(i)Bi

ap p=p9

(4.20)

(4.21)
- )D

t(i)

(4.22)

is the price factor for individual i, (1 - ) is the discount rate. As the discount is reduced
t(i) ~t(i)

by XRi, (1 - xRi)(1 - ) represents the reduced discount rate, and thus 1 -(1 - x))(1-
t()

) is the price factor after discount reduction.
t(i)

System optimization module:

max R pD Z = pjT + Y Wt min(, Qt - qUB) + Wtv min(0,vLB- V
) i=1 ,t=1

s.t.

pi = PD x discount R(xR., P , St(e, Bg, ai)

ni = choice(pi,St(), B)

(S, Q, V) = supply(rr, D, H)

p Pconstraint vt

0 xR 1

(4.23)
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4.2.6 Generalization to a Full Managed Lane Network

In previous sections, we have formulated the personalized toll optimization problem for a simple

ML network consisting of only one tolling segment without intermediate ramps. However, a real

ML network usually consists of multiple tolling segments where different toll rates are applied.

There may also be intermediate entry ramps, and travelers entering the ML through those rampsI r- -I I - - ------------------------------------ -I-- --- I-are charged a pre-determined fraction ofthe full-segment tol rate. As ravelers are charged when

entering the network, their toll rates are not affected by where they exit.

The two-level personalized toll optimization model we develop can be extended to accommodate

a full ML network. In the system optimization module, dimensions of decision variables will

increase as the network gets more complicated. As there are g gantries on the network, the

dimension of the displayed toll rate pD would be g x m where m is the number of time intervals

in the prediction horizon. As discussed in Chapter 3, linear constraints may be added on PD. In

particular, the displayed toll rate on a gantry at intermediate entry ramps is a pre-determined

fraction of the full-segment toll rate. These equality constraints effectively reduce the dimension

of PD from g to the number of tolling segments in the network.

As for the discount control parameter, ideally, it needs to be optimized for each origin-destination

(OD) pair on the network. In case the opportunity-cost-based discount policy is applied, and we

optimize an estimate of opportunity cost xC, it is reasonable to assume the opportunity cost is

proportional to the displayed toll price for each OD pair. Therefore, instead of optimizing the

opportunity cost itself, we optimize the ratio of opportunity cost over the displayed toll, which is

assumed to be the same across the network at the same time. In case the reduced discount policy

is applied so that we optimize the discount reduction factor xR, we restrict xR to be the same across

the network at the same time. In both cases, the dimension of the discount control parameter does

not scale as the network scales.

In the personalized discount module, the discount is calculated based on expected traffic conditions

for the specific OD that the traveler is on. In case there are more than 2 possible paths, the discount

is generated with the assumption that the traveler chooses either full ML or full GPL. Based on the
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trip data used for the estimation of the choice model, we find that only a small percentage of

travelers decides to switch between ML and GPL in the middle of their trips.

4.3 DTA-based Solution Framework

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the real-time personalized toll pricing system we develop to solve the

personalized toll optimization problem. The personalized discount module generates a discount

offer ri upon receiving a signal from individual i. The system optimization module is illustrated in

Figure 1.2. It is the same as that for non-personalized toll pricing as presented in Chapter 3, except

for the following enhancements:

(1) The demand model in the DTA system consists of a personalized choice model where each

individual has different preferences to ML and sensitivities to toll and traffic.

(2) The demand model includes a new personalized discount model that applies the personalized

discount function to determine personalized toll rates for simulated travelers in the DTA system,

based on the control parameters.

(3) The control strategy refers to controlling not only the displayed toll rate but also the discount

control parameter.

(4) Revenue is calculated within the demand model as a sum of each traveler's expected revenue

based on the choice model, whereas in the non-personalized toll pricing system revenue is the sum

over all gantries of the product of gantry toll and predicted gantry flow.
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Figure 4.1: The system optimization module

4.4 Personalized Choice Model

Choice model parameters are important arguments to the personalized discount function. For a

given choice set at a given time, the personalized discount module generates different discounts

for different eligible travelers only because they are heterogeneous in their choice behavior.

Therefore, personalized discounting is only meaningful when heterogeneities among travelers'

choice behavior are modeled. We develop a personalized choice model that captures systematic

heterogeneity in individuals' overall preferences to ML and sensitivities to toll rate and traffic

condition metrics.
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4.4.1 Model Specification

The choice model is a binary logit model so that individual i's probability of choosing ML ir is

given as:

n i (4.24)
evi+1 1+e-vi

where vi is the systematic utility of ML for individual i, specified as:

vi = ASCt() + senTolli x scaledTolli + senTimej x scaledTimeSavingt(j)

+bDPspeed X(SDPspeed ShistDPspeed)+ISC, (4.25)

where

b with any subscript or superscript denotes a parameter of the choice model that is to be

estimated from data. The set of all parameters is denoted as b.

si with any superscript denotes individual i's value of a variable generated from the

disaggregated data. The set of all variable values for individual i are denoted as si.

ASCt() is the TOD-dependent alternative specific constant for ML at time interval t during

which individual i makes the choice

senTolli is individual i's sensitivity to toll, as a function of his/her characteristics

scaledTolli is a box-cox transformation of the toll rate for individual i

senTimej is individual i's sensitivity to travel time, as a function of his/her characteristics

scaledTimeSavingt(i) is the difference between GPL and ML travel times at time interval

t during which individual i makes the choice, linearly scaled based on which TOD.

bDPspeed is travelers' sensitivity to decision-point traffic speed

SDPspeed is the decision-point traffic speed at time interval t during which individual i

makes the choice

S histDPspeed s individual i's average experienced decision-point speed in the past.

ISCi is the individual specific constant that measures individual i's general preferences to

ML, as a function of his/her characteristics

The above terms are further explained below.
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(1) ASCt(j = b ASc + EL1 bsi sin(2ks'O) + b°oscos(2ksTTf ) (4.26)

ASCt(0 is the alternative specific constant for ML, measuring travelers' overall preference to ML

and any factors that affect preference but are not captured by other terms of the utility function. It

consists of a constant term bAsc and a Fourier series with d pairs of sin(-) and cos(-) functions

that capture the time-of-day variation in preferences. x[Tf is the TOD value during the interval

t(i) when individual i makees stchoice, and is a ianumberfr (ropreseing 0:00) to 1

(representing 24:00) but does not reach 1.

(2) senTolli = -exp(btoll + btollFreq Xfreq + btollLoyal oyal + btollNoTrip noTrip

(4.27)

senToll measures individual i's sensitivity to the (scaled) toll rates, which is a negative number

specified as a function of the individual's travel frequency in the past 90 days sfreq measured as

the average number of trips per day, loyalty to ML in the past 90 days s oyal, and the no-trip

indicator s"°r" where s noTrip = 1 indicates the individual has not made any trip during the past

90 days.

s oyal measures individual i's loyalty to ML, which is specified as a function of the number of

MLtrips

trips he/she made on ML and that on GPL during the past 90 days: soyal log(Si ). An

individual who has made more trips on ML and fewer trips on GPL is more loyal to ML. s loyal_

0 if the person does not have any trip or have equal numbers of ML and GPL trips in the past 90

days. The dummy variable snoTr is included in the specification to distinguish these two cases.

is t btollExponent d 
i

S (t1+1)bP -1
(3) scaledTolli btollExponent (4.28)

To capture the fact that travelers' sensitivity to the same increment of toll may be different at

different toll levels, we apply a box-cox transformation on toll rates. so is individual i's toll rate.

btollExponent > 1 represents that travelers are more sensitive to an increment of toll when toll is

higher, while btollExponent < 1 represents travelers are less sensitive to an increment of toll when

toll is higher. If btollExponent = 1, the toll is not scaled.
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(4) senTimej = exp(btime + btimeFreq Xfreq + btimeLoyal loyal + btimeNoTrip XnoTrip

(4.29)

senTolli measures individual i's sensitivity to the (scaled) time saving on ML compared to GPL,

which is specified as a function of sfreq Sloyal, and snoTrip

i C.i

(5) scaledTimeSavingtt = smesaving x exp btimeNight isNight + AtimeAM M(5sc~el~eavng0j=t(i) x00p Xt~i +bi AM +

btimePMXs0) (4.30)

As sensitivity to time savings may be different in different periods of the day, we scaled the time

saving to capture this effect. We define mid-day as the base period for which time-saving is not

scaled. We use dummy variables s Night, sAM, and siSPM to denote if the time interval t(i) is

during the night, AM peak, or PM peak. A scaling parameter is estimated if the choice is made

during one of the above three periods.

(6) bDPspeed !DPspeed histDPspeed

SD speed is the traffic speed in time interval t(i) at the decision point (DP) where travelers need

to make the choice between ML and GPL. s istDPspeed is the average DP speed that traveler i

experienced among his/her trips during the past 90 days. The different (Sspeed - s histDPspeed

measures his/her impression of the travel conditions when making the choice, and we expect an

individual is more likely to choose ML is DP speed is lower than his/her experienced DP speed.

(7) ISC1 = bpastMLtimeDiff XpastMLtimeDiff + bpastGPLtimeDiff pastGPLtimeDiff
i i

+bloyal x sloyal + bhadMLtrip XlhadMLtrip + bhadGPLtrip hadGPLtrip

+bioyaI30 x sloya30 + bhadMLtrip30 XhadMLtrip30 bhadGPLtrip30 XhadGPLtrip30

+(blastTripwasML + blastTripWasMLmemory x memoryFactor) x slastTripWasML

+blastTripWasGPLmemory x memoryFactor X slastTripWasGPL

+blastTripTimeDiffML astTripTimeDiff x memoryFactor xlastTripWasML

+blastTripTimeDiffGPL X lastTripTimeDiff x memoryFactor x slastTripWasGPi i
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where memoryFactor = exp(-bmemoryDecayRate XdaysSinceLastrip

s asti timelirr is individual i's experience on his/her ML trips in the past 90 days, averaged

among trips. Experience in a trip is measured by the difference between actual travel time for that

trip and the expected travel time before making the choice of taking ML for that trip.

PastGPLtimeDiff .* . ITT ------------siastGPtime~ isi ndividual i s experience on his/her GPL trips in the past 90 days, averaged

among trips. These variables are 0 if he/she does not have a past ML/GPL trip.

S hadMLtrip, S adGPLtrip ShadMLtrip30 , andsadGPLtrip30 are dummy variables indicating if

individual i have had any ML/GPL trips in the past 90 or 30 days. s loyal is individual i's loyalty

to ML based on the number of trips he/she has made on ML and GPL in the past 90 days. s oya130is

the same measurement of loyalty with the past 30 days' data.

s astrripwasML is a dummy variable indicating if individual i had trips in the past 90 days and the

most recent one was on ML. There might be memory effects so that the individual is more likely

to choose ML for the current trip if he/she chose ML for the most recent trip. We use a fixed

component and a variable component to capture this effect, where the variable component

diminishes as the most recent trip gets further away from the current trip. The diminishing effect

is represented with the memoryFactor which is between 0 and 1 and diminished based on an

exponential decay function as the number of days since last trip increases. Similarly, if individual

i had trips in the past 90 days and the most recent one was on GPL, there is also a memory effect.

As the fixed component has perfect collinearity with other variables, only the variable component

of this memory effect is estimated.

s lastTripTimeDiff is individual i's experience on his/her most recent trip, which would be 0 if

he/she does not have a trip in the past 90 days. The term captures that current choice may be

affected by the experience on the most recent trip in additional average experience on all past trips,

and the impact may be different depending on if the most recent trip was on ML or GPL. All the

above terms together are referred to as the individual specific constant (ISC), which measured

individuals' overall preferences to ML.
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4.4.2 Model Estimation and Application in the Toll Pricing System

We apply maximum likelihood estimation to estimate the model parameters b using disaggregate

trip data s. Note that, if an individual has multiple trips in the data set, his/her characteristics may

be different as those trips are made at different times when his/her experience during the 90 days

before each trip is different. So, we use a different index i to denote the same individual on

different trips. Based on the estimated model parameters as well as variables values at each trip si,

we calculate each individual's parameters for each trip, and take the average among all trips by the

same individual to obtain a database of travelers and their individual-specific parameters including

senTolli, senTime, c histDPspeed and ISC. As the individuals are samples of the population,

where the population is defined as the set of all potential travelers on the ML network, the

distributions of the sensitivities and the ISC are a fair representation of the population distribution.

To perform traffic simulation in the system optimization module, the DTA demand model

resamples from the samples by randomly drawing travelers from the database. Each individual's

probability of being drawn depends on how many trips he/she has made during the time period

(night/AM peak/mid-day/PM peak) that is being simulated.

The demand model in the DTA system predicts individuals' choice probabilities as follows:

rci = choice(pi, St(),B)= _ (4.32)

where

vi = ASCt(j) + senTolli x scaledTolli + senTimej x scaledTimeSavingt()

+bDPspeed X (sD speed _ 5 histDPspeed ) + ISCi   (4.25)

(p.+1)btolIExponent-1scaledToll= 'ollExponent (4.33)

IASCt(), scaledTimeSavingt(i), S DPspeed St(i) is given by the DTA's supply model

(4.34)

{senTolli, senTime, istDPspeed, Isci= Bi is drawn from the database (4.35)

btollExponent and bDPspeed are constants with known values.
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As the trip data do not include any traveler without a transponder, the choice model we estimate

only represents travelers equipped with transponders. While non-transponder users may have

different choice model parameters, given the limitation that their trips are not recorded, we apply

the estimated model to the full population after calibrating the model to full-population data

including aggregated flow and speed on the network. We calibrate selected parameters of the

choice model offline to match the simulated ML market share to actual data.

4.5 Case Study

The real-time personalized toll pricing system is tested for the same real-world ML network that

has been used in the previous chapter to test non-personalized toll pricing, which is referred to as

the NTE network. However, the personalized choice model developed in this chapter requires

disaggregate trip data so that model parameters can be estimated, and we do not have such data

from the NTE network. We obtain trip data from the LBJ TEXpress Network to estimate the choice

model. As the two networks are both physically close to each other and similar to each other, after

estimating the choice model with LBJ network trip data, we calibrate model parameters with the

flow, speed, and toll rate data from the NTE network and apply the calibrated model for testing of

toll pricing on the NTE network.

4.5.1 Network and Data

Personalized toll pricing is tested for the NTE network, the same as the one used in the previous

chapter where non-personalized toll pricing has been tested. The same flow, speed, and toll rate

data are used to calibrate the DTA system and evaluate revenues.

We apply trip data from the LBJ network to estimate the personalized choice model. The LBJ

network is a 13-mile corridor on 1-635 and I-35E in Dallas, Texas. The corridor consists of ML

and GPL that run in parallel with each other. We use the data of westbound trips on 1-635 recorded

by AVI sensors and toll gantries during a 5-month period from September 2017. These trips start

before 1-635's intersection with US-75 and continue beyond the intersection with I-35E, for a

distance of around 10 miles.
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The LBJ and the NTE networks are operated by the same operator and are in the same twin-cities,

i.e., the Dallas-Fort Worth area. The two networks are apart from each other by only 15 miles. The

NTE network consists of two tolling segments, while the LBJ westbound through-trips also

traverse two tolling segments.

4.5.2 Personalized Choice Model

The ML operator provides us with trip record data that includes anonymized unique transponder

IDs which we regard as traveler IDs, choice between ML and GPL, trip start time, actual travel

time on the chosen paths, pre-choice expectations of travel times on both ML and GPL, the

displayed toll rate, and the traffic condition (flow and speed) at the decision point. The ML operator

estimated pre-choice expectations of travel time (i.e., expected travel time) based on traffic speed

sensors along the corridor and then calibrated them to match the Google Maps predictions of travel

time. Thus, we consider these variables as reasonable approximations of what travelers would

expect the travel time to be before making the choice. While some travelers do not use Google

Maps or other apps to obtain a real-time estimation of travel time and make the choice based on

their estimations of the travel time, we assume the expected travel time in the data are fair

approximations of their estimations. As toll rate changes every 5 minutes, and we measure traffic

conditions for each 5-minute time interval, these variables are constant during the same 5-minute

time intervals.

As the trips traverse through 2 tolling segments, the travelers do not have to stay on ML or GPL

for the full trip. In fact, around 7% of the trips use partial ML. Those travelers either decided to

take partial ML upfront or changed their minds and switched during the trip. At this stage we aim

to develop a binary choice model, and thus we exclude any trip that does not stay fully on ML or

GPL.

Besides, we identify time intervals when some of the AVI sensors are offline. During these time

intervals, trips on some paths are not recorded, and thus trips in the data may be biased. We exclude

all trips during those time intervals.
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For each trip, we generate personalized variables using the same individuals' trip records in the

past 90 days before that trip. Personalized variables refer to the set of are individual-specific

variables, e.g., sfreq, sloyal, sTri. Trip data during the first 90 days are not directly used in

model estimation, as a 90-day history is not available to generate personalized variables for these

trips. We use data from Day 91 to Day 120 as training data to estimate model parameters, and data

from Day 121 to Day 150 as testing data to test the prediction performance of the model. After

generating personalized variables, we exclude weekend and holiday trips from training and testing

datasets, as we aim to estimate a choice model for weekdays.

Estimation results of the choice model parameters are presented in the following tables. The star

(*) besides some parameters indicate the parameter estimate is not significantly different from 0

at a significance level of 0.05. All times are measured in minutes (min) and tolls are measured in

dollars ($). Speed is measured in mile-per-hour (mph).

Based on Equation 4.26 and the parameter estimates presented in Table 4-1, we plot the

relationship between ASC and 2 4 s0, the latter representing hours of the day.

Figure 4.2 shows that travelers tend to choose ML more during AM and PM peak periods

compared to other periods when other components of the utility are equal. Two factors may explain

this. Firstly, travelers during the peak period are more likely to be commuting travelers while

during other periods, there are more leisure travelers. Commuting travelers may be more likely to

choose ML compared to leisure travelers. As our model is purely based on revealed preferences

data that do not include travel purpose variables, such effect is captured by the TOD-specific ASC.

Secondly, during the peak periods, traffic flow and density along the corridor may be higher than

in other periods, which is not captured in our model due to lack of data. Travelers choose ML not

only to save time but also to enjoy a more comfortable driving experience due to lower density

and more smooth movements on ML, and such effect is capture by the TOD-specific ASC.

Also, the ASC is lower than 0 in general, meaning that travelers prefer the GPL when other

components of the utility are 0. This is understandable as the action to take ML may incur some

disutility; for example, the payment itself is a disutility no matter what the toll rate is.
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Table 4-1: Estimate of parameters related to ASC

Parameter Estimate Robust std error Robust t-stat

bAsc -1.13 0.0347 -32.57

bsf"   -0.177 0.0273 -6.47

bi   -0.257 0.0336 -7.63

b"Ln -0.0658 0.0302 -2.18

bOn 0.0426 0.0272 1.57 *

bsi" -0.0134 0.0233 -0.58 *

bsi" 0.0625 0.0176 3.56

bfos -0.782 0.0382 -20.47

b2Os -0.533 0.0316 -16.85

b3Os 0.374 0.0337 11.11

b4Os 0.109 0.0259 4.19

bjos -0.00745 0.0235 -0.32 *

b6 ° -0.0481 0.0183 -2.63
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Figure 4.2: Time-of-day-specific ASC
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Based on Equation 4.28, the relationship between scaledToll and stou is plotted in Figure 4.3.

Table 4-2 presents the parameter estimates related to sensitivities to toll, travel time saving, and

decision point (DP) traffic speed. btollExponent = 3.68 indicates toll has a highly non-linear effect

in utility, and any increment of toll has a higher disutility when the toll is high compared to when

it is low.

btollFreq > 0 and btimeFreq > 0 indicate that frequent travelers are more sensitive to both toll and

time-saving compared to infrequent travelers. This is reasonable as infrequent travelers may have

a more imperfect understanding of the traffic conditions and make less rational decisions.

btollLoyal < 0 and btimeoyal < 0 indicate that loyal travelers are less sensitive to both toll and

time-saving, which means their decisions are less affected by real-time toll rates and travel time

savings, but their past experiences have a relatively higher impact.

Sensitivities to time-savings are different at different periods of the day. During the morning peak,

sensitivity is 1.25 times compared to mid-day. It is 1.17 times during PM peak and 1.64 times at

night. Commuting travelers are more sensitive to time than leisure travelers, and thus, time

sensitivity is higher during the commuting periods. Traveling during the night may incur more

disutility per unit of time and travelers may be rushing to get home as early as possible, and thus

the estimated sensitivity to time-saving is the highest among all periods of the day.

bDPsPeed < 0 indicates that travelers are less likely to choose ML when the traffic speed is higher

at the decision point.

2000

= 1500

~1000

500

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

toll rate ($)

Figure 4.3: Relationship between toll rate and scaled toll
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Table 4-2: Estimate of parameters related to sensitivities to toll and traffic

Parameter Estimate Robust std error Robust t-stat

btollExponent 3.68 0.504 7.31

bto" -7.55 1.02 -7.43

btollFreq 1.39 0.459 3.03

btollLoyal -0.412 0.095 -4.34

btollNoTrip -0.487 0.39 -1.25 *

btime -2.21 0.0934 -23.66

btimeFreq 0.958 0.21 4.56

btimeLoyal -0.198 0.0403 -4.9

btimeNoTrip -0.377 0.135 -2.8

btimeNight 0.496 0.141 3.52

btimeAM 0.225 0.108 2.09

btimePM 0.161 0.121 1.33 *

bDPspeed -0.0349 0.00247 -14.16

Table 4-3 shows the estimates of parameters related to ISC. If a traveler has on average bad

experience on ML in the past 90 days, he/she is less likely to choose ML. However, past experience

on GPL does not have a significant impact. Preferences to ML are also correlated to the traveler's

choices in the past 90 days, measured by loyalty. Besides, loyalty measured by the past 30 days'

choices has an additional impact on choice.

Traveler's choice on the last (most recent) trip affects the current choice. The fixed component of

this effect is not significant, and the variable component indicates that the traveler is more likely

to choose ML if the last trip is on ML compared to not having a trip in the past 90 days. The

traveler is less likely to choose ML if the last trip is on GPL compared to the same base. The effect

diminishes as the last trip gets further away from the current trip, based on an exponential memory

decay function, where the memory reduces by 12% per day or 58% per week. Experience on the

last trip does not have a significant impact in addition to average experience on all past trips.
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Table 4-3: Estimate of parameters related to ISC

Parameter Estimate Robust std error Robust t-stat

bpastMLtimeDiff -0.116 0.0286 -4.05

bpastGPLtimeDiff -0.00396 0.00712 -0.56 *

b oyal 0.782 0.0276 28.3

bloyal30 0.471 0.0297 15.88

bhadMLtrip 0.646 0.0952 6.78

bhadMLtrip30 -0.124 0.0445 -2.79

bhadGPLtrip -0.574 0.0457 -12.57

bhadGPLtrip30 0.00431 0.0437 0.1*

blastTripwasML 0.0409 0.0549 0.75 *

blastTripWasMLmemory 0.446 0.176 2.54

blastTripWasGPLmemory -0.392 0.0638 -6.14

blastTripTimeDiffML 0.0125 0.0547 0.23 *

blastTripTimeDiffGPL 0.00584 0.0101 0.58 *

bmemoryDecayRate 0.124 0.0239 5.2

The systematic heterogeneity captured by the model is presented in Table 4-4. Based on the

estimated parameter values and the variables from the data, we calculate the mean and standard

deviation (SD) of senToll, senTime, and ISC among all trips in the data. The coefficient of

variation (CoV) is then calculated accordingly.

Table 4-4: Statistics measuring heterogeneity in travelers' sensitivities and preferences

Mean SD CoV

senToll (per unit of scaledToll) -0.000736 0.000812 -1.10

senTime (per minute) 0.117 0.0583 0.499

ISC -0.325 1.92 -5.92

Summary statistics of the model's performance on training data and testing data are presented in
Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5: Statistics of the model's performance on training data and testing data

Training data Testing data

# trips 120193 77872

#parameters 40

log-likelihood -39391 -25040

geomean of probabilities of chosen alternatives 72.06% 72.50%

accuracy of deterministic prediction 84.69% 85.77%

The log-likelihood of the estimated model is a measurement of how the model fits the data. The

geometric mean probability of the chosen alternatives is simply a function of log-likelihood and

the number of trips in the dataset. Accuracy of deterministic predictions measures the prediction

accuracy when we predict each traveler chooses the alternative with higher systematic utility.

Performance on the testing data seems better than training data, which may be a result of that

testing data is of better quality than training data so that travelers' decisions are more correlated to

the traffic conditions and their personal history variables.

4.5.3 Offline Calibration

As the choice model is estimated with transponder users' trip data from a particular OD of the LBJ

network, and we are applying the model to testing personalized toll optimization on the full NTE

network, we calibrate a subset of model parameters. The parameters we calibrate include the 13

parameters related to ASC, which are b" and b... for all k = 1, ... , 6 and bsc,the exponent on

toll btollExponent, and the overall toll sensitivity bto. Calibration is performed empirically to

match the overall market share of ML at different times of the day and different toll levels. Overall

market share is a weighted average of the market share at each gantry where the weight depends

on toll rates. For gantries on the main corridor, market share is the flow on ML (i.e., gantry flow)

divided by the total flow on ML and GPL. For gantries on entry ramps, market share is the gantry

flow divided by total flow from the corresponding origin.

Figure 4.4 compares the simulated ML market share before and after offline calibration of the

choice model parameters. Without calibration, the choice model overestimates market share when
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the toll is low and during the night and underestimates market share when the tollis high and

during the PM peak. After calibration, the market share profile matches better with actual data.

Overall ML market share

-Actual
- Simulated (without calibration)

-- ~saulated (after calibration) 7

3 4 5 6 7 .8 9 10
full corridor toll (S)

Figure 4.4: ML market share before

Overall ML market share

Actual (mean across day = 16.4%)
-- Simulated (without calibration, RNSE=5.1%)
-Simulated (after calibration, NSE 1.9%)
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0
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and after choice model calibration
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4.5.4 Toll Optimization

We evaluate the real-time personalized toll pricing system for Day 6 of the 9 days for which we

have flow and speed data. The test is not conducted in the closed-loop evaluation framework,

because the microscopic simulator MITSIM is not capable of simulating heterogeneous travelers

with a personalized choice model or handling personalized toll rates for different travelers. While

we are not using separate platforms to optimize and evaluate the toll as done in the closed-loop

framework, we rely on separate modules of the system to optimize and evaluate the toll: the

displayed toll rates and discount control parameters are optimized based on traffic predictions by

the DTA system in the prediction-based optimization module, and we obtain personalized toll rates,

revenue, and other metrics from simulations by the DTA system's state estimation module for

evaluation purposes.

We conduct 4 tests, which represent 4 different ways to generate toll rates under the same demand

and supply conditions (Table 4-6). Test A mimics a scenario when a non-personalized choice

model is applied by the optimization module while actual travelers make choices based'on a
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personalized choice model. Non-personalized toll rates are optimized based on a non-personalized

choice model but evaluated in traffic simulations where a personalized choice model is used. The

percentage of eligible travelers to 0, meaning that no one is eligible to receive a discount. Test B

is a test of non-personalized toll optimization based on the personalized choice model. Test C is

for personalized toll optimization using the opportunity-cost-based discount policy, assuming 20%

of the travelers are eligible for discounts. Test D is similar to Test C but with the reduced discount

policy.

Table 4-6: Toll rate generation method in each test

Test ID How toll is generated
A Non-personalized toll optimization based on non-personalized choice model

B Non-personalized toll optimization based on the personalized choice model

C Personalized toll optimization (20% eligible to discount), using the opportunity-cost-based

discount policy

D Personalized toll optimization (20% eligible to discount), using the reduced discount policy

In Figure 4.5, we compare the optimized non-personalized toll rates between Test A and B. While

different toll rates are optimized for the two tolling segments of the network, for easier comparison,

the plot shows the full-corridor toll that is the sum of the two segments' toll rates. The upper bound

of the full-corridor toll rate is $11. The figure shows that the optimized toll in Test B is much

higher than Test A. Capturing the heterogeneities among travelers allows the system to predict

expected revenue from each traveler separately. In Test A, the toll rate is optimized for an average

traveler. In Test B, optimal toll rates for different travelers are different, and we define high-value

customers as those whose optimal toll rates are higher, and low-value customers as those whose

optimal toll rates are lower. The system makes a trade-off between a higher toll that generates

higher revenue from high-value customers but lower revenue from low-value customers as the toll

rates are much higher than optimal, or a lower toll that is far from the optimal value for high-value

customers but generates more revenue from low-value customers. The results indicate that the

system gives more weight to high-value customers and thus raises toll rates compared to when a

non-personalized choice model is applied, possibly because the expected revenue from high-value

customers is higher.

Note that, the optimized non-personalized toll rate is different from that in Chapter 3 because

estimation and calibration methodology and data for the choice models are different. As revenues
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are computed from traffic simulations using the corresponding choice models, it is not meaningful

to compare the toll rates or revenues between Test 1 in this chapter and the result in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of toll rates between Test B and Test C
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Figure 4.6 compares 3 curves: (1) the optimized non-personalized toll rate from Test B, (2) the

optimized displayed toll rate from Test C, and (3) the average personalized toll rate among

travelers from Test C.

As 20% of the travelers become eligible for discounts, a better strategy is to raise the displayed

toll rate while offering discounts to some travelers. Therefore, curve (2) is, in general, higher than

(1). The average toll rate (3) is generally close to the optimized toll when the toll is not personalized

(1). However, in Test C, during the PM peak, the displayed toll (2) is constrained by the upper

bound, but there are always some travelers for whom a discount would increase overall revenue.

Therefore, the average toll (3) is lower than the upper bound while displayed toll (2) reaches the

upper bound.

Figure 4.7 compares the optimized toll and the average toll under the two discount policies. The

toll profile in Test D is very close to Test C. Under both discount policies, the personalized

discount is generated by firstly finding the personal optimal price where elasticity is -1, and then

apply some penalty to increase the price. The difference is at how the penalty is applied. Therefore,

it is reasonable to see the two policies generating similar outcomes in terms of displayed toll and

revenue, while the opportunity-cost-based policy is theoretically more efficient in maximizing

revenue and thus leads to slightly higher revenue. We also note that in Test [D], more discounts

are offered compared to Test [C].

Figure 4.8 compares the revenue in each test. We see that the improvement of expected revenue is

consistent at each time interval, while in the case study of Chapter 3, it is not the case. In Chapter

3, we are evaluating the realized revenue in the microscopic simulator, which is subject to much

higher stochasticity, mainly from supply-side simulations. In this Chapter, we are evaluating the

expected revenue by the DTA system that is directly given by the choice model, and thus, the

stochasticity is much lower. Besides, in Chapter 3 revenue improvement results from the system's

better understanding and predictions of the traffic conditions, which may not be consistent in all

time intervals, as online calibration is still not perfect. In this Chapter, revenue improvement is a

result of more accurate modeling of the choice behaviors of the flexibility of charging different

prices, and such benefits are consistent in all time intervals.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of revenue in each test

In Figure 4.9, we present the distribution of the toll rates presented to travelers in each test. All

travelers are included to generate this distribution, whether or not he/she decides to pay the toll

and take ML.
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Figure 4.10 presents the distribution of the toll charged to travelers who decide to take ML. We

see that in Test [A], the toll rate is generally lower, as discussed previously. Toll rates in Test [C]

and [D] are lower than Test [B] due to discounting.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the toll rates presented to travelers in each test
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of the toll charged to ML users
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Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of travel time. We see that shorter trips are less affected by the

pricing strategies, while the travel time for longer trips differs more when the toll is different. As

the corridor is only 13 miles long, in case there is not congestion, even full-corridor trips should

take less than 13 minutes. A higher toll rate increases overall travel time mainly when there is

congestion.
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of travel time

Table 4-7 summarizes the results and discussions above. Test [B] improves revenue over Test [A]

because a more accurate choice model is used in the optimization module. Test [C] and [D] further

improves revenue as a result of personalized discounting, while the opportunity-cost-based

discount policy in Test [C] generates a slightly higher revenue than the policy in Test [D].

We take Test [B] as the base for comparison. In test [A] more travelers are attracted to ML due to

a much lower toll. In Test [C] and [D] travelers are attracted to ML due to the flexible pricing

scheme, although the toll rate is only slightly lower than [B]. We see that the toll charged is slightly

lower than the toll presented, as the travelers are less likely to choose ML when the toll is higher.
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Table 4-7: Summary statistics of the four tests

Test Total ML Average Average Average
ID revenue market toll presented toll cost per travel time

(x$1000) share (%) per trip ($) ML trip ($) per trip (min)
A 123 19.3 3.24 3.16 7.09
B 132 15.9 4.43 4.14 7.58
C 143 18.0 4.30 3.94 6.76
D 141 18.8 4.23 3.73 6.55

The results presented are based on a single test of the system. Due to stochasticity in traffic

predictions by the DTA system, optimized toll rates and discount offers are not the actual optimal

values and may be different in different realizations. In addition, the traffic simulation in which

toll optimization is evaluated is also stochastic, and thus, the revenue improvement and other

metrics may be different based on different realizations of the simulation.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter presents a real-time personalized toll pricing system, which is an extension to the

non-personalized toll pricing system, as presented in the previous chapter. We formulate

personalized toll optimization as a two-level decision process, where the system optimization

module optimizes system-level control parameters given the personalized pricing policy, and the

personalized pricing module generates individual traveler's toll rate given optimized control

parameters. While our formulation is capable of accommodating completely personalized toll

pricing, we re-formulate it as personalized discounting for practical reasons, so system-level

control parameters consist of the displayed toll rate and a discount control parameter. We derive

an opportunity-cost-based discount policy so that the objective of personalized discounting is fully

consistent with the system-level objective. It may be substituted by other policies with alternative

objectives and/or constraints.

We extend the DTA-based solution framework proposed in the previous chapter to solve the

personalized toll optimization problem in real time. An additional decision variable, i.e., the

discount control parameter, is optimized in the prediction-based toll optimization module. The

personalized discount module is implemented in the system.
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Personalized pricing or discounting depends on the specific traveler's preference to ML and

sensitivities to toll and time-saving. We develop a personalized choice model to predict each

individual's probability of choosing ML and capture the systematic heterogeneity among

individuals. The choice model specifies each individual's sensitivity to toll and time-saving as a

function of their characteristics. As we rely on revealed preference data generated from AVI

records to estimate the model, we do not have traveler characteristics directly available. We

generate characteristics based on each traveler's personal history in the past 90 days. The personal

history variables we generate include loyalty to ML, travel frequency, past experience, variables

related to the most recent trip, and a number of dummy variables. While 3 variables are used to

capture the heterogeneity of sensitivities, we use more variables to capture heterogeneity in

travelers' overall preferences to ML. We estimate model parameters with trip data generated from

AVI record on a real ML network, and the results indicate there is significant heterogeneity in both

sensitivities and over preferences. The estimated model is applied in the toll pricing system after

calibration.

We test the personalized toll pricing system for the same ML network used in the previous chapter.

Based on one replication of the test for each scenario, we find that providing personalized discounts

to some travelers increase overall revenue compared to the non-personalized tolling scheme. While

displayed toll rate becomes higher, the average toll rate presented to all travelers (including those

who did not choose ML) stays roughly the same as the non-personalized tolling scheme.

From the analysis of individuals' toll rates and travel times, we find that the operator's interest is

not always consistent with the travelers. If the operator applies the revenue-maximizing toll rate,

then reducing the toll rate may promote social welfare as overall travel time reduces, although it

is not to the best interest of the operator. Note that, this is only true when the ML is not congested,

which is the case in our tests. This finding is consistent with that in Chapter 3, and thus, the same

recommendations could be made to the regulators.

On the other hand, we find that personalized discounting is beneficial for both the operator and the

travelers when ML is not congested. By personalized discounting, the ML operator can attract

more travelers to the ML. While displayed toll rates increase, average toll rates slightly decrease,
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and thus travelers benefit from paying an overall lower toll. As the overall toll is lower,

personalized discounting also reduces traffic on the GPL and reduces travelers' average travel time.

It should be noted that the results are based on the choice model we develop, estimate, and calibrate.

We find that travelers, in general, prefer ML more during the AM and PM peak periods, and thus

toll rate and simulated revenues during those periods are both higher. In addition, congestions on

GPL during the PM peak also contributes to higher toll and revenue during that time. Personalized

toll prices for those who are insensitive to toll and have a large ISC are higher than other travelers,

and in the meantime, expected revenue from travelers with larger ISC is higher.

Different outcomes are expected if personalized toll pricing is applied to a different network with

a population that is subject to a different choice model. For example, the distribution of demand

and ASC at different times of the day affect the toll profile, i.e., the periods when the toll is

higher/lower. A lower toll is justified for a population more sensitive to toll. In case the population

is relatively homogeneous in choice behavior, the impact of personalized pricing/discounting

would be minimal.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we first identify the research contributions of this study and then summarize the

main findings. Finally, we discuss the limitations of this research and potential future research

directions.

5.1 Contributions

This research contributes to the literature on road pricing by developing a DTA-based proactive

toll pricing system that is feasible to be applied in real time. It is generally agreed that a proactive

pricing scheme is better than a reactive scheme in terms of optimizing a specific objective that is

measured in the future, as long as predictions of the future are accurate, but an integrated system

that addresses real-time performance and prediction accuracy is no available in the literature.

We contribute to the online calibration of simulation-based DTA systems by developing a heuristic

that calibrates DTA supply model parameters to match simulated speed measurements with real-

time sensor data and thus predictions of traffic speed. Current methodologies for online calibration

mainly focus on matching traffic flow measurements while not emphasizing the importance of

traffic speed. While traffic flow usually matches true measurements with satisfactory accuracy,

the literature rarely shows whether congestions can be captured by the DTA system through online

calibration. Accurate predictions of traffic speed and thus travel time is crucial for the success of

a proactive pricing scheme, as its performance relies on accurate evaluation of the objective, which

is based on accurate predictions of future traffic conditions. Travel time is an important

measurement of traffic conditions.

We contribute to the literature in personalized pricing by designing a dynamic personalized pricing

policy for application in the field of road pricing. We combine the elasticity-based personalized

pricing strategy so that each individual is priced differently to maximize expected revenue, and the
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opportunity-cost-based dynamic pricing strategy so that the price of a product changes

dynamically as the value of the inventory (or opportunity cost of selling the product) changes

dynamically. While such combined strategies exist in the literature on dynamic personalized

pricing, the value of inventory (opportunity cost) is derived analytically or empirically for

applications in different fields. In the field of road pricing, the value of road capacity (opportunity

cost) is not readily available in an analytical form, and we innovatively apply a simulation-based

optimization framework to evaluate the opportunity cost.

We then develop a real-time personalized toll pricing framework, which is new in the field of road

pricing. We design a two-level framework so that a personalized pricing policy is applied at the

lower-level, while its control parameters are optimized at the upper-level.

Elasticity-based pricing relies on a personalized behavior model that captures the heterogeneity in

different travelers' choice behaviors. We develop a personalized choice model that relies on

travelers' characteristics to capture travelers' heterogeneous preferences to managed lanes as well

as heterogeneous sensitivities to toll and travel time. It is known that a choice model estimated

with revealed preference (RP) data is more accurate in representing behaviors in the real world

compared to stated preference (SP) data. While SP data usually contains travelers' characteristics,

RP data generated from AVI sensors on the real network generally do not capture traveler's

socioeconomic characteristics. We innovatively propose a set of personal history variables that

captures travelers' characteristics based on their travel history in the past.

While our methodologies are applied to an ML network, it can be applied to a general road network

with modest extensions. While we chose revenue as the objective of the optimization formulation,

our methodologies are capable of accommodating different objectives, for example, social welfare.

In such cases, the opportunity cost would be defined differently with regard to the objective.
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5.2 Findings

We perform a single test of online calibration for each of the 8 days and find the heuristic online

calibration methodology that calibrates speed-density relationship is effective in improving the

accuracy of simulated speed. Proactive toll pricing based on traffic predictions by simulation-based

DTA is feasible to be applied in the real world in real time. While effective optimization relies on

accurate online calibration, the online calibration methodology we develop is capable of

supporting the system's good performance. The proposed toll pricing system performs better than

a time-of-day toll profile which is not adaptive to real-time traffic conditions, based on our closed-

loop evaluation of the toll pricing system. Toll optimization that relied on online calibration

performs even better when congestions are significant, and vice versa.

We estimate the choice model based on trip data generated from AVI sensors on a real network

and find that the personal history variables we generate are capable of capturing the systematic

heterogeneity among travelers, and therefore a personalized route choice model can be estimated

with purely AVI trip data. We then test the personalized toll pricing system based on the

personalized choice model we have estimated and find that given the heterogeneity we capture,

offering discounts to some travelers while slightly raising displayed toll rates increase overall

revenue, while only slightly increasing the dimension of the optimization problem. We also find

personalized pricing reduces the average toll paid by travelers and average travel time, but given

the choice model parameters we applied, travelers would benefit from lower cost and lower travel

time if the ML operator charges a toll lower than the rate where revenue is maximized. Therefore,

regulatory agencies have the potential to improve social welfare through subsidizing the use of

ML thus altering ML operators' tolling objective, or penalizing GPL congestions, in addition to

simply imposing constraints on toll rates and traffic conditions.

In this thesis, all results regarding toll optimization are based on our simulations that depend on

the models and parameters we apply and are not compared to any actual data from the real network.

All tests we perform include only one replication for each scenario, and thus, the results are subject

to stochasticity.
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5.3 Future Research Directions

We suggest the following future research directions, either to improve certain aspects of this study

or to extend the toll pricing framework developed in this study.

(1) In the field of online calibration of simulation-based DTA systems, the current research focus

is on the simultaneous calibration of OD, choice model, and supply model parameters to match

the full set of measurements including flow and speed. Future achievements in this field may

improve the calibration and prediction accuracy, thus improve toll optimization performances.

(2) We use a grid search algorithm in the system optimization module to find the toll rates and

discount control parameters that maximize the objective. This algorithm generally does not find

the actual optima. A better solution algorithm may be applied to improve the optimization solution.

(3) While the DTA system calibrates its parameters to fit current traffic conditions, its traffic

prediction always includes errors as the predictions of demand and supply parameters are never

accurate. Robust optimization formulations may be applied to account for errors in traffic

predictions. This is especially important when the toll optimization problem contains constraints

on future traffic conditions which may not be violated.

(4) More comprehensive choice models may be developed. Firstly, a mixed logit model may be

applied to capture random heterogeneities among individuals. Besides, a multinomial logit model

may be used so that the behavior of using partial ML and partial GPL in a trip may be modeled.

Furthermore, choice model parameters may be calibrated online based on real-time flow and speed

data to improve the accuracy of traffic predictions.

(5) More dimensions of travelers' behavior in addition to route choice may be modeled. For

example, the displayed toll rate or a discount offer may change a traveler's decision whether to

travel or when to travel. The toll optimization then needs to be extended to capture such behaviors.

(6) For personalized toll pricing, alternative discount policies may be tested. The discount policy

may have a different objective from the system-level objective, or contain additional constraints.
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Specifically, a policy not based on travelers' price elasticity of choice probability may attract better

public acceptance. Group pricing may also be tested, where discount policy is purely based on

characteristics. An example is to offer discounts to those who are loyal to ML in the past 90 days

while not loyal in the past 30 days.

(7) More extensive testing and analysis of the proposed toll pricing system may be necessary. In

this thesis, each scenario is evaluated with a single test. Due to the stochasticity in the traffic

predictions by the DTA system, optimized decision variables are in general not optimal and may

be different in different realizations. Due to stochasticity in the simulations where toll optimization

is evaluated, the metrics that demonstrate the results are also subject to stochasticity. Additional

testing may be necessary to evaluate the statistical significance of the impacts of the proposed toll

pricing system. Base on the tests, additional analysis may be performed to evaluate the societal

impact of different tolling strategies. While this thesis evaluates the travel time and toll cost to

travelers, additional metrics may be included in the analysis.
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